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This thesis presents "active dynamically adaptive multicast", an active network
based multicast multicast service for real-timie multimedia transmission. Tradi-
tional network infrastructure has a fixed layered architecture that restricts the
approaches that may be taken to supporting data-intensive multimeedia trans-
missions. In particular, the current Internet makes it very difficult to optimize
transmission based on "application layer" characteristics without the deployment
of specialized protocols which requires costly (and therefore undesirable) network
infrastructure upgrades.

While multicasting (sending a single message or media stream to multiple recipi-
ents rather than just one) does permit greater efficiency than using unicasting, it
also introduces a number of problems. Foremost among these is the fact that, by
definition, the data sent to all multicast recipients is identical. This ignores the fact
that different receivers have different interests and that the network infrastructure
from the sender to the various receivers may have different capabilities.

This problem can be addressed by allowing the multicast streams to "adapt" dy-
namically to the needs of their receivers and to the capabilities of the netwrok
segments they will travel over. Thus, network bandwidth can be saved (or lower
available bandwidth tolerated) if multimedia streams are modified during transmis-
sion through specific branches of the multicast transmission tree to reflect both the
requirements of the receivers on that branch and the capabilities of the underlying
network links that constitute the branch.

The thesis presents an Active Networks based prototype implementation of such
a dynamically adaptive multicast protocol which reacts to user-interface hits (e.g.
iconif,iing a window displaying a particular media stream) by sending "require-
ments" messages in the form of active network capsules back up the multicast tree.
The received information is then combined with other such received information
and is used to determine the necessary adaptation which is then performed, all
without having to dsitribute a new protocol supporting such adaptation.

Abstract
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The advances in Internet technologies have led to the emergence of collaborative

applications, such as tele-conferencing, and tele-medicine, which use the Internet

as the communication infrastructure to achieve group-based cooperation. Unlike

traditional applications like email or file transfer, collaborative applications utilize

various kinds of real-time media (e.g., audio, video, graphics and plain text) between

participants to communicate timely and efficiently. The key technical foundations

of these applications are multicasting and real-time services, in particular, real-time

transport protocol.

A collaborative application naturally has multiple participants. Nlulticasting pro-

vides a more efficient mechanism to replicate messages as they travel along the

network, and saves the sender from replicating the messages itself. Instead, the

messages are duplicated as needed within the network itself during message rout-

ing. Such "multicast routing" must construct a tree of routers that is rooted from

the source node and contains all multicast destinations. This tree is known as a

"multicast tree". An optimal multicast tree is a tree that spans the multicast group

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

members and has minimum cost, where the cost might be evaluated using the num-

ber of hops, the transmission delay, or some other metric(s). Optimal algorithms

for constructing multicast trees efficiently are still an open research topic in the

network community, although effective techniques for constructing good multicast

trees are known. Until now, most work on multicasting has been based on legacy

network infrastructure in which the functionality of the network itself is restricted.

This prevents multicast trees from adapting to the changing needs of applications.

The real-time transmission is the crux of collaboration of continuous media [AGH90]

communication. Continuous media involves those data generated at a given (not

necessarily fixed) rate, independent of the network load, and which should be de-

Iivered to the user with the same rate as they were generated. Video, including

variable-rate video and audio are examples of continuous media. Although the

TCP/P protocols are successful in most Internet applications, such reliable trans-

port protocols are not appropriate for real-time transmission. Besides the lack

of multicast support, the nature of reliable transmission requires that there must

not be any restricting delay constraints set between senders and receivers. Also

the "slow start" congestion control mechanism used by TCP could interfere wìth

the playout rate of audio and video streams. To facilitate real-time transmission,

the IETF developed the Real-time Tlansport Protocol (RTP) [HSJ98], which pro-

vides end-to-end network transport functions suitable for applications transmitting

real-time data, such as audio, video or simulation data, over multicast or unicast

network services. RTP primarily defines the packet formats and data transmission

issues, and also has its own control protocol, called the Real-Time Control Proto-

col (RTCP) [HSJ98], to be used in conjunction with RTP. The primary function of

RTCP is to provide feedback on the quality of the data delivery. The RTCP control

packets are periodically transmitted between participants, so that applications can
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use the feedback information to monitor and control the quality of service (QoS).

As multicasting and RTP set the cornerstone for real-time multimedia and collab-

orative applications, research has been prosperous in these areas. Implemented at

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL), vic [MJ95b] and vat [MJ95a] are the most

widely used RTP-based video and audio conferencing tools used over the MBONE

[Bri9 ]. Also with the help of HfCP's QoS feedback mechanism, end-to-end adap-

tive QoS control was proposed [BDS96]. Since RTP/RTCP are actually end-to-end

protocols residing at the application layer, adaptation can only be carried out at the

sender side. Thus, without support from the underlying network infrastructure, the

adaptation could be subject to scalability problems in multicast distribution: when

there are multiple receivers, the sender could either adjust bandwidth according

to the reports of the worst-positioned receiver, leaving other receivers to share the

same poor quality, or do the adjustment in favor of a certain fraction of receivers

and leave the remainder in a congested state.

This thesis proposes using active network technology [Wet99] combined with mul-

ticasting and real-time transport services to provide better adaptations for collab-

orative applications. Active networks advocate a flexible and extensible network

infrastructure by introducing programmability into the network layer. Such a novel

architecture allows user-defined network services to be injected into the network,

so that the network layer can provide application-specific adaptations based on the

awareness of changing user requirements. This research addresses better adapta-

tions for collaborative applications through two mechanisms: (1) The design of the

active network protocols that allow multicast trees to adapt to the needs of their

users by dynamically modifying the data streams being sent through the various

branches of the tree in response to user activity; (2) Provision for in-network QoS

control of real-time media transmission realized with active-network-based network
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layer services.

To solve the problem involving real-time data-intensive data transmission, most

existing approaches focus on either providing new network layer services or having

the application handle the transmission issues by themselves. With active network

bridging the network and application layer, the active dynamically adaptive mul-

ticast service described in this thesis comes up with solution by incorporating the

multicast network service with user-requirement-driven adaptation. It could benefit

collaborative applications by providing a finer-grain and prompt adaption scheme

which wiìl lead to a better bandwidth usage.

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 summarizes other works related

to this thesis. Chapter 3 describes the problem and the motivation behind the

presented solution. Chapter 4 presents the solution strategy towards the problem,

and the implementation and experiment details are covered in Chapter 5. Chapter

6 concludes with a summary and discusses future directions.



Chapter 2

Related Work

This chapter surveys the concepts and research related to this thesis. Multimedia

networking is reviewed in section 2.1 focusing on transmission issues like multicast-

ing and real-time transport. Section 2.2 introduces an emerging multimedia toolkit

for Java, the Java Multimedia Framework (JMF), which allows the Java community

to manipulate, process, and transmit continuous media. Section 2.3 reviews active

networks technology generally.

2.I Multimedia Networking

After years of evolution and huge increases in popularity, the Internet has expanded

dramatically in function, from a facility used primarily for file transfer and email

exchange mostly by academic researchers to a promising infrastructure for commer-

cial and other multimedia services. Though literally, multimedia just means two or

more types of media, here it refers to the combination of two or more continuous

media sources. Continuous media services generate media streams at a given (not

5



2.7 Multimedia Networking

necessarily fixed) rate, independent of the network load, and are expected to be

delivered to the user at the same rate as they were generated. ln practice, most

continuous media are either audio or video streams. The technical foundations

in transmission for multimedia applications are multicasting and real-time media

services.

Most multimedia applications using continuous media (e.g. collaborative applica-

tions like tele-conferencing, electronic whiteboard, and video on demand) are, by

nature, multi-participant applications. It is thus potentially more efficient for the

network to provide a multicast service, where replication of messages can be done

at optimal points in the network rather than to have the sender transmit multiple

copies of the media data individually to each receiver.

For continuous media, timely delivery is often more important than exact data

accuracy, since a small fraction of data loss/error won't be as noticeable as the

jitter often caused by delayed delivery. Thus, multimedia communication requires

real-time delivery (i.e. an upper bound on the transmission delay has to be im-

posed between the sender and receiver). An Internet protocol for transporting data

including audio and video in real-time is the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP)

2.I1 Multicasting

IViulticasting is a form of group communication in which messages from a single

sender are transmitted simultaneously to many receivers. In multicasting, a group

is defined to be a set of receivers interested in the same message(s). Multicast differs

from broadcasting. Broadcasting floods traffic all through the network unselectively

while multicasting reduces the load imposed on the network by only sending traffic

to the hosts in a multicast group. An efficient multicast protocol should provide
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data delivery to a group of hosts with lower network and host overhead than broad-

casting to all hosts or unicasting to each host in the group individually [DC90].

In multicasting, a group is assigned a logical group ID that uniquely identifies the

corresponding collection of hosts. The logical group ID is then mapped to a physical

multicast address for a certain network. Class D addresses, ranging from 224.0.0.0

to 239.255.255.255, are the multicast addresses in an IPv4 network. The mapping

takes the lower 28 bits of the class D address to specify the group ID while the

whole 32-bit address forms the multicast address.

One of the important functions of a multicast protocol is group management which

takes care of group membership and each member's joining and leaving activities.

A multicast router learns about the group membership of the hosts in the directly

attached subnet by exchanging Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP)

[ABG97a] messages. Each router then propagates that information using the mul-

ticast routing protocol so that each multicast router knows what to do if it receives

a packet destined to a given multicast address [Steg8].

Multicasting can be easily implemented on some Local Area Networks (LANs), such

as Ethernet, due to the availability of the broadcast delivery and, for the Ethernet

and other LANs conforming to IEEE 802 standards, a large space of multicast ad-

dresses [DC90]. However, for most packet-switched, Wide Area Networks (WANs)

without broadcasting support, special purpose multicast routing algorithms and

protocols are needed to deliver multicast messages to group members which are

sparsely distributed. The key to multicast routing in a WAN environment is to

construct the message delivery path and then forward the multicast messages ac-

cordingly as they pass through the routers. Such a delivery path is called a multicast

tree because it is always in the topology of a tree that roots from a certain node
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and spans all group members. Source based trees [WPD88] and shared distribu-

tion trees [BFC93] are the two major types of multicast trees employed by most

multicast routing protocols.

Z.L.LJ Source Based Multicast Tþees

A source-based tree is a minimal multicast tree spanning from the sender (i.e. ihe

"source" ) to all receivers in the group. The cost of the tree may be evaluated

using path length, transmission delay, or some other metric. Thus a source tree is

also known as a shortest path tree (SPT). Though a source tree provides the most

efficient delivery path for multicast forwarding, a source tree does not scale well to

large networks. To refer to a source tree, both the address of the sender and the

multicast group address are required. So for each source-group pair, a source tree

must be constructed and maintained. For a large network, with large numbers of

senders and groups, the storage requirement for the routers to hold the forwarding

pointers could be overwhelming.

Among existing multicast protocols, all dense-mode multicast protocolsl use source

trees as their multicast trees despite using different construction algorithms. Typi-

cal protocols in this category are: the Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol

(DVMRP) [wPD8s], Nlulticast OSPF (MOSPF) [Moy93], and Protocol Indepen-

dent Multicasting-Dense Mode (PIM-DM) [DEF+95].

DVMRP builds source trees by flooding and pruning Truncated Broadcast Trees

(TBT) [WPD88]. A TBT for a certain subnet represents a shortest path tree

rooted at that subnet and spanning all other routers in the network. A TBT is

'I''d"@ulticaStgroupSaredenselydistributedacroSSanetwork,
and are r.rsually interconnected via high bandwidth links.
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constructed by periodic routing updates between DVMRP enabled routers based

on the Bellman-Ford distance vector algorithm [8e158]. Tlaffic is initially flooded

down TBTs. Routers are then pruned off the TBT if they have no group members.

IVIOSPF is built on top of the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) Version 2 routing

protocol (RFC 1533). Each MOSPF router maintains a complete network view by

gathering the link-state information flooded between routers. Each router builds

source trees by using this information and the group membership information ob-

tained using IGIVIP. As the name suggests, these trees are the shortest-path trees

constructed on demand for each (source, group) pair.

PIM was designed to provide flexibility, scalability and efficiency for both densely

populated networks and large heterogeneous inter-networks. It is protocol-

independent because it does not depend on a specific underlying unicast routing

protocol. For this reason, PIM has been implemented widely in production envi-

ronments.

PIM-DM is based on the assumption that when a source starts sending, all down-

stream systems want to receive the multicast messages. Thus multicast messages

are initially flooded (i.e. broadcasted) to the entire network. For those who do

not want to receive the multicast messages, prune messages are sent upstream from

them to remove themselves from the distribution tree. Such intrinsics of PIM-DM

make it suitable for densely populated environments.

2.1.I.2 Shared Distribution Multicast Tbees

I

In the case of shared distribution trees, all traffic to the receivers of a certain group

are forwarded down a shared tree according to just the group address that they are

destined for. As the name indicates, such distribution trees are shared by all senders
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to a certain group. Thus, to refer to a shared tree, only the group address is needed,

regardless of the source address. To construct a shared tree, a "center" node has to

be designated as the root of the tree, down which all multicast traffic from various

senders will flow to the receivers. The name of the center point varies in different

protocols. For example, it is called the "Core" in Core Based Trees (CBT) [BFC93]

and "Rendezvous Point" (RP) in Protocol Independent Multicasting-Sparse Mode

(PrM-Sru) [DEF+e5].

When a receiver wishes to join a multicast group, a join message is sent to the

root. When a sender starts sending, traffic must somehow first be sent to the

root of the tree, and from there, it can then be propagated down the tree to all

receivers. Shared distribution trees mainly aim to solve the scalability problem of

dense-mode multicast protocols. With the avoidance of flooding, multicast trees

can be constructed without overly burdening the network, even if there are just a

few sparsely scattered receivers. Shared trees may provide a sub-optimal delivery

path, but require significantly less router memory.

Protocols in this category mainly differ from one another in the mapping from

a group address to a center address, the selection of the center node, and the

tree construction algorithm used. CBT and PIM-SM are two typical center-based

multicast protocols.

Proposed as a solution to scaling problems with sender-based multicast trees, CBT

was the first multicast protocol to use a shared tree. In CBT, one router is desig-

nated as the core) around which the multicast tree is constructed. For each multicast

group there is a single multicast tree rooted from the core for that group which is

shared by all senders. When a receiver joins a group, it sends IGIVIP messages to

its last-hop CBT router (i.e. routers directly connected to receivers) and the latter

10
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sends a Join message to the core router. As the Join message is forwarded all the

way to the core, or until it reaches an on-tree router, new branches of the tree are

formed and eventually spliced onto the existing tree. Once the tree is built, the

core is no longer important for forwarding.

The shared tree constructed in CBT is bi-directional, which means traffic moves

both up and down the tree. CBT is considered to be the simplest shared tree

because of its simple forwarding rule. When a packet reaches a CBT router, it is
forwarded out on all interfaces that are part of the tree, except the one it arrived

on. CBT provides better scalability to support sparse distribution of multicast

receivers. By using a shared tree, CBT reduces the amount of multicast state

information that must be stored in routers, and traffic is aggregated onto a smaller

subset of links.

Unlike PIM-DM, PIM-SM uses a shared multicast tree built by having all receivers

send explicit Join messages through their last-hop PIM router (i.e. routers directly

connected to members) to a designated root node called the "Rendezvous Point"

(RP). The last-hop router should be properly configured with the information of

the RP. If it does not have RP information, it is considered an error. The way that

the tree is built is similar to CBT: as the Join message travels hop-by-hop from the

receiver's directly-connected router to the RP, a branch of the tree extending the

whole path is added. Unlike CBT, the tree in PIM-SM is unidirectional, so traffic

only flows down the tree from the RP to the receivers, but not back up.

When a sender transmits multicast data to a group, its first-hop router (i.e. the

router directly connected to the sender) maps the group address to the address of

the RP, encapsulates the data in a Register message, and unicasts the message to

the RP. Once the RP receives the Register message, it first de-encapsulates the

i1
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multicast data out of the Register message and then forwards it down the tree to

the receivers. The RP also sends another Join message back to the sender's sub-

network to set up a packet delivery path from the sender to the RP. From that

point on, multicast traffic is sent natively (i.e. without encapsulation) through the

path to the RP, and from there, down the shared tree to all receivers.

PIM-SM also has the capability for last-hop routers to switch to the Shortest Path

Tfee and bypass the RP if the traffic rate is above a set threshold called the SPT-

Threshold. In that case, a join message is sent by the last-hop routers hop-by-hop

up to the first-hop router to construct an SPT between the first-hop router and the

last-hop router. Once the SPT is built and data start to arrive along it, a prune

message is sent up the original shared tree to prune off the branch going through

the RP.

2.L.2 Real-Time Tþansport Protocol (RTP)

RTP [HSJ98] is the Real-time Transport Protocol which provides end-to-end de-

livery services for data with real-time characteristics, such as interactive audio and

video. Despite the misleading name, RTP actually runs at the application layer

on end systems (i.e. the applications that generates the content to be sent in HfP
packets and/or consumes the content of received RIP packets [HSJ98]). RTP sets

no constraints on the capability of lower layer protocols, except that they must

support framing. Currently, RTP is mostly commonly used together with UDP on

IP networks or with AALS on ATM networks.

RTP is actually composed of two protocols: the Real-time Transport Protocol is the

protocol used to carry the data, and the Real-Time Control Protocol (RTCP) is used

to monitor the quality of service and to convey information about the participants

72
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Figure 2.1: RTP Header Format

t2

in an on-going session. RTP provides basic packet format definitions to support

real-time communication but does not define control mechanisms or algorithms.

The major components of an RTP header (Figure 2.1) include a timestamp, a

sequence number, a payload type, a synchronization source (SSRC) identifier, and

a marker bit.

Source (SSRC) Identifier

(4 Bytes)

PT

i3 T4 15

13

Each RTP packet bears a timestamp to provide the timing information necessary to

synchronize the media data for presentation. It also contains a sequence number to

be used to determine whether packets have been lost or have arrived out of order.

The payload type field is used to indicate the kind of payload data contained in the

packet. For each source of an HfP session, there is a unique identifier called the

synchronization source identifier (SSRC) that is carried by all packets originating
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Y:2 P Count

from that source. The interpretation of the marker bits varies with media types.

For example, in an audio packet, the marker bit defines the start of a talk spurt,

while in a video packet it is used to indicate the end of a video frame.

HfP does not provide any mechanism to ensure that the data packets are delivered

timely or in order. Neither does it provide reliable delivery or any QoS guarantee.

It is augmented by RTCP to enable monitoring the quality of the data transmis-

sion, and to provide control and identification mechanisms for HfP transmissions

[HSJe8]

Being a control protocol used in conjunction with RTP, RTCP does not transfer

data. It just transfers information related to an RTP data stream by periodically

exchanging control messages between participants. Besides providing control infor-

mation, RTCP messages also serve as a liveness indicator for session members, in

the absence of transmitted media data. An RTCP message consists of a number of

"stackable" packets (a.k.a. information elements), each with its own type code and

length indication. Using the RICP message and its information elements, RTCP

performs the following four functions:

1. Provide feedback on the quality of the data distribution

V: Version P: Padding

Figure 2.2: H|CP Header Format

Length

10 11

Data

:

12

Type

13 L4 15
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The most important RTCP information elements contained in RICP mes-

sages are the sender report (SR) and the receiver report (RR). The sender

report is generated by a participant that has recently sent data packets and

contains the number of packets and bytes already transmitted as well as in-

formation that can be used for synchronization purposes. The receiver report

contains statistics about the data stream such as the highest sequence num-

ber received so far, the inter-arrival jitter, fraction of lost packets since the

Iast report, and cumulative number of lost packets. This is necessary for QoS

monitoring. The sender may exploit the loss and jitter information contained

in receiver reports to adjust its data rate, thereby adapting to the conditions

experienced by the major fraction of receivers.

2. Identify RTP Source

Besides the 32-bit SSRC contained in RIP packets, an inforrnation element

called the source description (SDES) must be included in all RTCP messages

to provide more detailed identification and description of each participant.

This element describes the source in more detail, providing information such

as the canonical name (CNAME) of the source (an RFC 822 ematl address

style identifier), the real user name, email address, telephone number, ge-

ographic information, application name, and/or private extensions in text.

Such information may be displayed in participants' applications and/or used

for contact or debugging purposes.

3. Control the RTCP Transmission interval

15

Since all participants in a session are required to send RTCP messages, as

the number of participants increases, the control message traffic could grow

too large relative to ordinary data transmissions. To prevent control traf-
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fic from overwhelming network resources and to allow RTP to scale up to

a large number of session participants, control traffic should be limited to a

certain percentage of the overall session traffic. Each participant can discover

other participants by listening to incoming RTCP messages for source descrip-

tions. The interval for generating RTCP messages is then scaled according

to the number of participants involved in the session. Since information from

senders, in particular their canonical name and synchronization information,

is more important than information from receivers, RTCP divides the control

bandwidth so that all active senders, usually just one or two, get a quarter

of the control bandwidth, while the passive receivers share the rest equally

[Sche5].

4. Convey minimal session control information (optional)

This function uses RTCP messages as a carrier for some minimal amount

of information. It's mainly aimed at so-called "loosely controlled" sessions

where participants can enter and exit the session informally without explicit

membership control and set-up. In such a scenario, information like user

identification can be conveyed through RTCP messages without resorting to

the use of the HfP protocol.

In addition to end systems, RTP supports the notions of "mixers" and "transla-

tors", which are considered to be "intermediate systems" built on top of RTP. The

application-level media gateway (described later in Chapter 3) is an example of

such a system. A translator may convert a media stream between two encoding

schemes without modifying the stream's synchronization or SSRC identifier. Exam-

ples of translators include video converters, media gateways and firewalls. A mixer

receives one or more media streams from different sources, combines them together,

16
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possibly also converts the data encoding, and puts its own

output media stream. Thus the output stream is identified

its synchronization source.

RTP is really a protocol framework that deals with application-independent issues.

To have a complete specification of RTP for a particular application, one or more

companion documents: "application-dependent profiles" and "payload format spec-

ifications" are required. For example, Schulzrinne et al. [HSJ98] defined a profile

for audio and video conferencing with minimal session control, as well as a set of

standard encodings and their names for use with RTP.

2.2 Java Media füamework (JMF)

77

SSRC identifier on the

as having the mixer as

Due to recent increased interest in multimedia applications, efforts have been made

to develop supportive application frameworks that can facilitate multimedia pro-

gramming through consistent interfaces. With regard to Java, the ability to incor-

porate continuous media (also known as time-based or streaming media) into Java

applications is provided by the Java Media Framework (JNIF) [JMF99]. 'Io enable

enriched media, such as voice, music, and video, to be used in Java-based appli-

cations, JVIF defines a hierarchy of Java classes and interfaces that encapsulate

the essentials of multimedia sessions. In addition, to support extensibility, JMF

also allows advanced developers to customize and extend JMF functionality via a

plug-in API and by re-implementing related interfaces.

The design of J1VIF centers on time-based media because a continuous stream of mul-

timedia data must be delivered and presented to the user within a stringent deadline

for the media to be intelligible. Figure 2.3 illustrates the general media processing
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Capture

Read from file

Receive from
the network

JMF Media
Process

model of JMF. A JMF media process includes applying effect filters, compress-

ing/decompressing, and converting betweens different formats. The process may

take inputs from a variety of sources, such as capture devices, local files, and/or

network streams. The media data output may be destined for display devices, local

files, and/or the network for real-time transmission. The major components in JIVIF

are DataSoLLrces) Processors, Players, and DataS'inks, which are created, coor-

dinated and managed by a IVIanager object in JMF. Ã Datasource Íepresents an

object that can produce one or more media streams. It encapsulates the location of

the media, the protocol to be used to write or read the data, its format, and so on.

A DataSo'¿.Lrce càn be either a PushDatasource or a PullDatasource, depending

on who initiates and takes control of the data transfer. For a PushDatasource, it's
the server who starts and controls the transfer, while a PullDatasource requires

the client to start and control the transfer.

E
Present

Figure 2.3: JMF Media Processing Model
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As shown in Figure 2.4, a Player takes a media stream from a DataSource as input

and renders it to users. The destination it renders it to might be a screen andf or

speakers, depending on the type of media. Ã Player provides the basic function-

ality of media presentation, but does not expose any control over the processing it
performs or the process of rendering media data. For those deveiopers who want

to customize such processing, or capture media streams from a device, a Processor

should be used instead. A Processor provides all the capabilities of a Player,

and it also enables media processing customization and media capture. Besides

taking a DataSource as input, a Processor can also output the manipulated data

to another DataSource for further manipulation, presentation, or storage in a file

(Figure 2.5).

To render media streams that are contained in Datasources to destinations other

than a presentation device, a DataSink must be used to connect to the Datasource,

either automatically or manually. A Datasink can read media data from a

DataSource and write it to destinations such as a file, or a network.

JNIF incorporates RTP as its default protocol for streaming media transmis-

sion2. For each media type transmitted over the network, there is a correspond-

'JM@mingmediatransmissionbyusingthecontrolmechanism

Figure 2.4: JMF Player Model

Aud'io Presentation

Video Presentation
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ing HfP session. In JNIF, an RTPSess'ior¿NIanager (FtlpSM) manages an RTp

session. The major objects managed by an RTPSM include the session partici-

pants (RTPParti,cipant) and session streams (Send,Streams and, Recei,ueStreo,ms

in JMF, respectively), as well as the statistical information conveyed by HfCP mes-

sages. Each RTP stream has a buffer data source that is JMF compliant associated

with it. Thus, with the help of a data sourceT HfP streams can be easily accessed

or presented using the facilities provided by JNIF (e.g. the RTP data source could

be connected to a Plager for presentation, or to a Processor for manipulation).

Although JVIF uses UDP as the underlying protocol for its RTP implementation

by default, RTP support in JMF is designed to be transport protocol independent.

Since RTP can run over other transport protocols, JNiF allows developers to write

new data handlers for RTPSM to work over other specific transport layers. This

extensibility can be achieved by customizing RTPSoctcet. RTPSocþeú is a data

source providing both input and output streams to stream data to and from the

underlying network. RTPSM uses AZP Socket to interface to the network. To

deal with specific transport protocols, a developer could create a new RTPSocket

W***4-
_____.:

\-\

Figure 2.5: JMF Processor Model

Audio Presentat'ion

Video Presentat'ion
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incorporating the developer's own input and output streaming

pass it to R|PSM.

2.3 Active Networks

Active Networks propose that, by providing progïammable interfaces in network

nodes and more intelligent "active packets" that can use resources within the net-

work nodes' users can easily construct or refine new network services. The network

is "active" in two ways [TW96]:

1- Routers and switches within the network actively process (i.e. perform com-

putations on) the user data flowing through them. The traditional network

transports data from end to end as passive packets without modifications.

Most network services only focus on transmission issues and the computa-

tion done in the network is limited to protocol processing. As computing

power becomes cheaper and the network applications become more varied

and demanding, it becomes attractive and possible to deploy functionality in

the network itself. Doing so offers the potential to provide users with better

services. By introducing the ability to execute user-defined programs, the

function of the network is no longer restricted to packet delivery, and may

act as a general computation provider doing such things as, for example, bit
rate adjusting on media streams.

2t

implementation, and

2. Individual users and/or administrators can inject customized programs into

the network, thereby tailoring router processing to be user and/or applica-

tion specific. The emergence of new distributed applications has increased

demands for new and better network services. However, with the exponential
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increase in scale of the Internet, deploying new network services is becoming

more and more difficult. Active networks may be seen as a "revolutionary"

step from the existing, legacy network architecture to one which allows users

to extend the functionality of the network by programming active nodes and

injecting the required code into the network. This opens a window towards

dynamically and automatically deploying user defined services and computa-

tions.

Tennehouse and Wetherall [TW96] first proposed the concept of active networks.

Currently, there are several active network prototypes under development, including

ANTS IWGT9S]' CANES ICBZS9S], Netscript [Yd96], and Switchware [AHK+98].
These prototypes share the fundamental design issues of execution environment,

API extension, code distribution, and resource management. Users are also allowed

to construct their own services in these prototypes. ANTS uses Java byte-codes

as the basis for its platform-independency. Capsule routines in CANES are simply

represented by ordered sequences of node primitive operations. Netscript provides

a flow-oriented language for service composition. Switchware provides a proprietary

programming language, PLAN, for service composition. pLANet [HMA+gg], which

is implemented in Switchware, is a pure active internetwork3, while ANTS, CANES,

and other prototypes tend to encapsulate their active packets within TCP or UDP.

Since active networks advocate a revolutionary architecture that overthrows the

traditional network services model, it is crucial for active networks' success that
the technology can co-exist with legacy networks and that active nodes can be

incrementally deployed.

22

3The network layer services in PLANet are impÌemented directly on top of link layer, ancl don,t
reply on TCP/IP or other kind of network infrastructure.
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Version I Flags

ANEP Header Length

Type ID

Options Format:

012345

Options

(  Bytes)

FLG

Payload

:

ANEP [ABG+97b] specifies a mechanism for encapsulating Active Network pack-

ets for transmission over different media, and thereby making them transparent to

network nodes that do not support active packets. The Option Type field in an

ANEP header (Figure 2.6) essentially identifies the code that active network nodes

should use to handle this active packet. If the service corresponding to a delivered

Type ID does not exist at a given active node, automatic code distribution (de-

ployment) for the service program will be invoked. ANEP is also the fundamental

transmission protocol for the large-scale active network testbed, called the ABONE,

which provides a practical test environment for active network experiments. The

ABONE includes diverse OS platforms distributed across many organizations. Each

.)Ð
Lt)

Option Payload (Option Value)

:

Option Length

Option Type

Figure 2.6: ANEP header format
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ABONE node is managed by Anetd, an experimental daemon specifically designed

to support the deployment, operation and control of active networks IDMRSQQ].

2.3.1 The Active Node Toolkit System (ANTS)

Figure 2.7: Entities in an ANTS Active Network [Wetg9]

W
Capsule
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ANTS was the first active network prototype, with which Tennehouse and Wetherall

proposed the concept of Active Networks. Since then, ANTS has received significant

attention in the network research community. ANTS provides an experimental

environment for testing active network concepts, such as active processing and

dynamic code distribution. To do so, ANTS abstracts a set of entities that compose

a communication network (Figure 2.7). Active nodes replace traditional routers,

switches, and end nodes to serve as the constituent element of an ANTS-based

network. Active nodes are interconnected with link layer channels directly or with

conventional IP routers in between. ANTS supports two types of link channel. In

@
Capsule

-------|
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standalone mode, capsules are carried within UDP datagrams. ANTS may also run

using Anetd, where it exploits the services of Anetd to encapsulate active capsules

using ANEP for transmission.

The major role of an active node is to provide a restricted execution environment for

user-defined programs without sacrificing programmability and flexibility. ANTS

achieves this by exposing a set of node primitives [WGT98] for both applications

and user-defined network services to use. These include:

1. Environment access: to query the node location, state of links, routing tables,

local time and so forth;

2. Capsule manipulation: with access to both capsule header fields and payload;

3. Control operations, to allow capsules to create other capsules and forward,

copy or discard themselves;

4. Node Storage: to manipulate a soft store of application-defined objects that

are held for a short interval.

Passive data packets found in legacy networks are replaced with active "capsules"

that carry not only data but also a reference to a forwarding routine to be invoked

when a capsule arrives at an active node. The forwarding routine is typically

carried as a reference to keep the capsule lean, since for commonly used forwarding

routines, that are likely to already be resident at the active nodes, it is more efficient

to just send a reference than to send the actual code. The code for such forwarding

routines can normally be assumed to be at every active node. For other user-defined

programs, which are mostly application-specific, the code distribution mechanism

can be invoked when a node identifies the absence of the needed code. A collection

25
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of related capsule types can also form a "code group", whose forwarding routines

are transferred together during code distribution.

Dynamic code distribution is one of the principle benefits provided by active net-

works. ANTS proposed an in-banda code transport mechanism to propagate user-

defined programs to the active nodes where they are needed. A capsule is sent

into the network assuming that the required active code already exists at the nodes

through which the capsule will pass. This is why only a reference to the forwarding

routine needs to be carried in the capsule initially. A code cache at each active node

is used to store the forwarding routines that have recently been used by capsules

and to help avoid redundant transmission. When a capsule arrives at a node, the

code cache is checked for the required code. A "miss" in the code cache will cause

a load request for the missing code to be sent to the upstream node (i.e. the node

from which the capsule arrived). Since the capsule comes from the upstream node,

it must have just been executed on it. Thus it is more likely that the required

code is still residing in its code cache. Similarly, if the upstream node found the

required code missing in its code cache, it will ask its upstream node for the code.

Such process is repeated until the code is found present or the sender of the cap-

sule is reached. The execution of capsule code is suspended until the node receives

the requested code contained in a load response. When the node receives such a

load response, it puts the code into the code cache, locates any suspended capsules

waiting for that capsule type, and then resumes the capsules' execution. This type

of "code-on-demand" distribution scheme enables new network services to be de-

26

aThe in-band code transport approach couples the t¡ansfer of cod.e with the transfer of data

so that the code can be distributed and executed along the data path automatically. In contrast,

using an out-of-band approach, the code distribution is separated from data transmission, and

normally, happens in advance of data transmission.
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ployed in an automatic and flexible way. A user may

simply by injecting the corresponding capsules into an

will be automatically propagated to ali active nodes

incrementally.

Users program ANTS by developing their own active protocols and applications.

ANTS allows users to construct their own applications by extending the base

Appli'cati,on class which provides primitives for its subclasses to use to access the

local node and its services. The two essential primitives support sending a capsule

into and receiving a capsule from the network. In ANTS, a protocol is defined as the

unit by which the network as a whole is customized by applications [WGT98]. Prac-

tically speaking, a protocol is just a collection of related code groups to be treated

as a single unit of protection by active nodes. Since the code group which is the

unit of transfer during code transport is comprised of related capsules, implement-

ing a protocol actually consists of implementing all the code group's constituent

capsules. To activate a new protocol, an application must register it with the ac-

tive node on which the application resides before sending or receiving any of the

protocol's capsules.

27
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Chapter 3

Problem Description and

Motivatton

3.1 Environment

Remote collaborative applications allow a group of users or software systems that

are geographically dispersed to work together by exploiting telecommunication and

computer technologies. To achieve better collaboration, various forms of continu-

ous media (e.g. video and audio) are normally exchanged between collaborating

users. For example, with face-to-face collaboration as in video conferencing, those

continuous media may be the live video and audio of the participants, while in

some specific collaborative applications, other application-specific media streams

may be transmitted via the network. An example of a collaborative application

is tele-medicine, which can help to deliver improved healthcare services especially

to rural areas. Typical applications of tele-medicine include tele-mentoring, tele-

consultation, tele-diagnosis, and even tele-surgery, all of which require the real-time

28
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transmission of various forms of multimedia data between two or more locations. As

one of the applications, tele-surgery inherits all the characteristics of tele-medicine,

and is also more demanding in terms of real-time communication requirements than

most other applicationss. The primary goal of tele-surgery is to enable remote

viewing and consultation during surgical procedures. The "digitized operation" is

transmitted from an operating theatre to collaborating surgeons, consultants, ad-

ministrators, students and other observers (most likely via multicast technology).

A digitized operation must capture virtually every aspect of the surgery. These

include:

1. Video streams from the operating theatre to remote sites: Video streams will

be the most bandwidth-consuming type of data flowing in the network. For

monitoring an operation remotely, a video stream from just one camera is

not enough. Surgeons at remote sites normally require the ability to switch

between different video sources (e.g. different camera angles) according to

their interests or needs to improve their understanding of how the surgery

is proceeding. Thus, several cameras are typically needed in the operating

theatre, which will generate simultaneous video signals. To save bandwidth,

such video streams are commonly compressed for transmission over a network.

To be acceptable and useful to viewers at remote sites, the decompressed video

must be of sufficiently high quality (both in terms of such characteristics as

resolution and being free of jitter).

29

2. Audio streams in both directions: Audio stream transmissions should be bi-

directional to support interactions between surgeons and consultants. For

audio streams, the only parameter of concern is quality. Since audio streams

5As such, tele-surgery makes an excellent "motivating example" to consider in this thesis.
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are not as bandwidth intensive as video streams, they are normally easier to

deal with and the quality is also easier to guarantee.

3. Other data: Besides audio and video streams, there is also other information

that could be essential to a remote viewer's overall grasp of the surgical pro-

cess. These data include some time-critical information such as the patient's

blood pressure, pulse rate and other vital signs, less time-critical information

such as patient records, diagnostic images and pathology data, as well as data

that may be generated by interactive facilities such as distributed whiteboards

and chat systems (the latter two being bidirectional in nature).

Remote collaborative applications call for powerful, yet flexible network infrastruc-

ture to meet the diversity and requirements of the various data streams that must

be transmitted in realtime between the participants. Developements in multimedia

networking, such as multicasting, video/audio CODECs and real-time transmission,

have pushed the evolution of remote collaborative applications forward. However,

given the high throughput requirements such applications place on the network in-

frastructure, the capabilities provided by current network technology can provide

are limited and may sometimes be inadequate. This problem will be exacerbated

as more and more aggressive network applications are deployed. Futhermore, the

heterogeneity of the network environment (i.e. the huge variety of applications and

end systems interconnected using various network technologies) makes it difficult

to efficiently deliver large volumes of data to all participants in a collabarative

application. Additionally, the network link conditions in such heterogeneous envi-

ronments may vary enormously. Some portions of the network may be connected

with relatively slow links (particularly in remote areas), while other portions are

connected with high-speed links.
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Since multicasting facilitates one-to-many transmissions by having the network do

the data replication, all receivers in a multicast session commonly share the same

source data stream sent at the same quality and rate. For applications using mul-

ticast to transmit data streams to heterogeneous participants, the source normally

has to run at a rate that matches the most constrained receiver, even though some

receivers with high bandwidth connection are capable of receiving correspondingly

higher quality data streams (this is undesirable). Additionally, not all data streams

are of equal value to all observers at the same time. Thus it may be neither neces-

sary nor efficient to simply replicate and forward the full-quality media streams to

all participants, given the outgoing link conditions and preferences of the receivers.

Approaches to providing better network support for data-intensive real-time mul-

timedia applications are still a hot topic in the research community. Resource

reservation is one possible solution which explicitly reserves network resources such

as link bandwidth and buffers along all the paths to be traversed by media streams

to ensure timely delivery and guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS). The resource

reservation protocol (RSVP) [ZDE93] is a receiver-driven protocol that works in

conjunction with network layer protocols like IP. Applications can invoke RSVP

to request desired unidirectional QoS (e.g. peak/average bandwidth and delay

bounds) from sender to receivers. RSVP supports both unicast and multicast pro-

tocols and scales well for large multicast groups. However, there are still some

problems with using RSVP on a WAN. First, reserving an entire path may not

be possible in a heterogeneous network [RT98]. One reason is there may be some

shared link (e.g. an Ethernet segment) that makes it impossible to set aside a

fraction of the bandwidth of the link. Also, if there is a link on the path between

the sender and receiver with low bandwidth, a reservation for resources beyond the

upper bound of that link will always fail. Another issue is the sub-optimal use of
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r
Adapt:

high loss rate ->
reduce frame rate

I

net\,vork resources caused by resource reservation. Since the receiver has no knowl-

edge about the current network load, there exists the possibility of over aggressive

or conservative reservation of resources based on the receiver's estimation. Further-

more) a reservation always holds for the entire session, and the network load may

vary significantly during that time. Thus, if the receiver makes its reservations dur-

ing a busy period, the network can only provide limited resources that wili leave

the receiver with poor quality media streams even if the load is mitigated later.

Further, if the receiver makes an aggressive reservation at the beginning but the

network gets busy later, it may prevent other users from getting their desired QoS

despite the fact that sufficient resources may actually be available.

Figure 3.1: Sender-Initiated Adaptation Using RTCP Reports

RTCP Receiver Repoñs
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Another approach to supporting realtime multimedia transmissions is application

adaptation that lets the user application adapt dynamically to changes in available

network resources and application needs. Instead of explicitly reserving network

resources, this approach adapts to changes by making a tradeoff between quality and

data rates. Changes in available network resources may be detected in various ways.

The approach described by Busse el ø1. [BDS96] uses HfCP receiver reports to

collect information, like the loss rate, from receivers (Figure 3.1) so the application

can adapt its stream quality if necessary. In this scheme, it is assumed that packet

loss is induced by network congestion. To avoid the situation where a receiver

connected via a low bandwidth link may report high loss rate, and therefore force

the sender to provide low quality to all receivers, the sender calculates the loss

rate statistics from the proportion of unloaded, loaded and congested receivers. If
the loss rate statistics are high, which means the current network load is high, the

sender reduces the frame rate of the video being transmitted.

Another category of schemes initiates the adaptation at the receiver side. An

example is the approach using layered video described in [MJV96]. Layered video

is a composite of multiple layers with a base layer providing the lowest quality

of video signal, and each additional layer enhancing the quality of the base layer.

Layered video is propagated over multiple multicast sessions, with each session

corresponding to one layer. A receiver may subscribe to all the sessions to get the

full quality video, and un-subscribe to a subset of the enhancement layers when the

loss rate experienced exceeds a certain threshold. When the receiver un-subscribes

itself from a multicast session corresponding to a certain layer, the underlying

multicast service will prune its link from the multicast tree of the session, thus

saving bandwidth. This approach does the adaptation entirely at the receiver side.

Figure 3.2 provides an example of layered video multicast over a heterogeneous

ôô
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tI

Figure 3.2: Receiver-Initiated Adaptation Scheme Using Layered Nlulticast

network. In the example, the source video stream is sent using 3 layers.

There are also drawbacks to the use of application level adaptation. Sender-initiated

schemes are still subject to the network heterogeneity problem. Since the sender

multicasts the same stream to all receivers, if the sender decides to lower the media

quality for the sake of a fraction of the receivers who are experiencing high packet

loss, all recipients in the same multicast group will be forced to accept the reduced

quality. Layered multicasting avoids this problem at the cost of employing multiple

multicast sessions. This requires building multiple multicast trees and using multi-

ple multicast addresses for transmitting one logical stream, which may contribute

to faster depletion of limited multicast addresses. Also, the media stream used in

such schemes has to be layer encoded which makes the layered multicast scheme

restrictive and incompatible with most existing video applications.

===---'-

Layer 1 Video (base layer), 64Kb/s
Layer 2 Video, 256Kb/s
Layer 3 Video, 2Mb/s
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3.2 Motivation

This thesis is motivated by the desire to address the efficient transmission of real-

time multimedia data in heterogeneous networks using in-network techniques (e.g.

Active Networks concepts). In considering the drawbacks of approaches like re-

source reservation and traditional application level adaptation, in-network adap-

tation approaches offer potential benefits by being able to provide better network

level support for multimedia services that can differ at various points in the net-

work. The work described in the rest of this thesis builds on the following specific

research work that has been done by others.

The Video Gateway [AMZ95] is an application-level scheme used to mitigate band-

width heterogeneity. In this scheme, a video transmission is decomposed into mul-

tiple sessions with different bandwidth requirements in a fashion similar to layered

video. Application-level video gateways are then deployed within the network to

bridge different sessions by performing bandwidth adaptation through transcoding

and rate-control. Receivers may convey their "receiver interests" into the network

by employing application-specific protocols to dynamically control the behavior

of video gateways. Although the gateway scheme may address the heterogeneity

problem with video gateways physically situated at appropriate nodes within the

network, the deployment of such application agents is still an issue due to the lack

of native support in the Internet service model6.

35

Building on the video gateway approach, Amir et al. [ÃMK98] further proposed an

act'iue seru'ice architecture to address the deployment problem. An active service

6The Internet service modei does not allow automatic deployment of new network services.

That means, the video gateways have to be deployed and configured beforehand manually, and

once the network topology is changed, those video gateways have to be re-depolyed.
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architecture enables clients to download and run service agents at strategic nodes

in the network. Those service agents, called "servents", mây perform user-defined

computation like what the video gateway does. Compared to active networks,

active services are more conservative since all computations are restricted to the

application layer, while active networks advocate a programmable network layer.

Thus servents are restricted from manipulating routing tables and for.warding func-

tions that would contravene IP-layer integrity. Amir et al. also present a detailed

example service, the Media Gateway service (MeGa) [AMK98], implemented by ex-

ploiting such an architecture. The NIeGa service may be seen as an evolution of the

application-level video gateway. In this service, the servents embody the ideas of

JPEG 1H.261 [CCI90] transcoding and rate control and act as an application-level

agent that transparently bridges two RTP sessions carrying multimedia data.

The active service based media gateway is an in-network adaptation scheme that

mitigates the bandwidth heterogeneity problem. Although it is argued that the

active service framework adequately and effectively supports applications like video

gateways at the application-level, there are still some points that make an active

network (or other in-network, network layer approach) based approach preferable.

An active network based approach can benefit distributed collaborative applications

in the following ways:

1. Active networks can bridge the network and application layers. Clark and

Tennenhouse [CT90] pointed out that multimedia applications could be sim-

plified and both application and network performance enhanced if the network

protocol reflected the application semantics. The innovative active network

model has pushed this further. Unlike traditional network layer services, the

services in active networks can process not only the packet header fields, but
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also the application-specific payload. This makes it possible for user-defined

network services to perform functions usually only feasible at the application

layer. Such network layer services may do media transcoding, rate control,

and quality control over the media data to accommodate various network

conditions using information only available at the network level. On the

other hand, for the tranditional routers to perform such application-oriented

functions, additional service layers other than network layer will have to be

implemented. Also in order to utilize such higher layer services, packets have

to be encapsulated in some higher layer protocols. This will add more over-

head to the network transmission. Active networks aims to solve the problem

at the network layer and thus can avoid the overhead involved with having

many additional layers in routers.

2. Since services in Active Networks run at the network layer, they can exploit

knowledge of the network (e.g. topology and load conditions) to achieve effec-

tiveness and efficiency. Being isolated from transmission issues, application-

level adaptation schemes can only exploit indirect metrics like loss rate to

speculate on network conditions. Active network services may acquire net-

work information directly since they are running at the network layer. They

may also cooperate with other network services to form a more flexible, ef-

ficient, and application oriented network infrastructure. For example, a rate

control service, implemented with active networks technology, can be easily

combined with other services such as multicast routing to provide better in-

network adaptation. This is one feature of the proof-of-concept prototype

described later.

3. Active Networks also allow interaction between end application and network

tÈ7ùl
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services through specially designed capsules. Besides being used for carrying

data, capsules can also be used to convey configurations into network nodes,

or can be generated by network services to report current network conditions

to end applications. The ability to closely integrate host activities with in-

network behaviours is also used in the prototype described later to optimize

bandwidth use beyond what is possible with MeGa.

For the benefits discussed above, Active Networks has made itself a promising

candidate in our problems by providing a network infrastructure, with which a

in-network receiver-initiated adaption can be implemented. This will benefit data-

intensive real-time multimedia transmissions with a better QoS support, more flex-

ible and finer-grained adaptation scheme. Such active network based solution will

be described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Solution Strategy

4.L Active Dynamically Adaptive Multicast

A.L.L Active Multicast

The active network based dynamically adaptive multicast service described in this

thesis is based on the active multicast prototype presented in [WGT98], which

employs a source multicast tree for message routingT. In active multicast, receivers

interested in a group communication send subscribe capsules toward the source to

subscribe. Unlike legacy source tree algorithms that mostly use the flood and prune

method to build the tree, the "active" algorithm builds the tree with subscrìbe

capsules that travel upstream. When a subscribe capsule arrives at a node, it
first looks up a "forwarding record" (corresponding to the multicast group and

source) in the active node (router) cache, and creates a fresh one if none is found.

TWhile a source based tree is not ideal in a large scale multicast environment, it serves acle-

quately for a proof-of-concept prototype.
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Reverse Pointer
List in Node A

f;=-t Reverse pointer

-ts 

Darapath

The forwarding records holding the multicast configurations are stored in the sofb-

store of intermediate nodes, which makes it possible to maintain information that

needs to be persistent through a whole session. Such a record contains a list of

reverse addresses, to which the multicast message should be forwarded. Once the

forwarding record is located, a "reverse" pointer (the address of the node where

the subscribe capsule comes from) is inserted into the list if the pointer does not

already exist. Then, with the reverse pointer set to the address of the current node,

the subscribe capsule is further forwarded upstream, until it reaches the source.

Figure 4.1 illustrates how reverse pointers work in active multicast. Node C , D, and

E are receivers which send subscribe capsules upstream to the sender (i.e. source)
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A. As the subscribe capsules travel through the intermediate nodes (i.e. node B

in Figure 4.1) and eventually arrive at the sender, the reverse pointer lists on those

nodes are built accordingly by them. As the figure shows, reverse pointers on all

the intermediate nodes together form the multicast tree.

Active multicast propagates multicast data by sending multicast data capsules with

data encapsulated within them [WGT98]. The forwarding routine for multicast

data capsules uses the forwarding records it finds at active nodes. For each reverse

pointer in a forwarding record, it sends a copy of itself along the path the pointer

indicates. A multicast data capsule recognizes the end-node by recognizing an

empty forwarding record. It then delivers itself to the receiver application. If
no forwarding record is found at a network node, then there is no receiver exists

downstream of the current node, so the capsule is silently discarded.

Active multicast makes forwarding decisions using the forwarding routine carried

within each capsule rather than by using the pre-defined protocols residing on

routers as traditional multicast schemes do. Thus by modifying the forwarding

routine and introducing additional capsule types, dynamically adaptive multicast

may incorporate application-defined adaptation with active multicast to provide

better in-network QoS.

4T

4.t.2 Dynamically Adaptive Multicast

In typical remote collaborative applications, media streams generated at the source

contain multiple channels of data, which are called tracks. Each track belongs

to one type of media (e.g. audio track or video). HfP based applications send

tracks individually in different multicast sessions even when they target the same

group and traverse the same multicast tree. Accordingly, transmission of a track
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could be adapted to accommodate the needs of individual receivers at end nodes,

without affecting other tracks. The adaptation is implemented by manipulating the

network packets of each single track to ensure the most important track get the best

quality, while low-priority tracks can be constrained to low bit-rate transmission

with correspondingly reduced quality or totally turned off. The active network

based dynamically adaptive multicast service implemeneted in this thesis achieves

in-network adaptability by dynamically controlling the transmission of individual

media tracks in accordance with receivers' feedback and state information.

The track manipulation at each active node is initiated by the arrival of receiver

feedback information reflecting a change of one or more user's interest in certain

media tracks. Such interest changes may be generated by a usel's interaction with

the user interface of the application being run, and then be mapped to a change

in the transmission priority for certain media track(s). Two specific types of user

hints are currently detected and used by the adaptation scheme: One is whether the

window(s) mapped to a particular video track are visible or not. When a window

is not visible (i.e. the window is minimized or simply closed), the data stream

corresponding to that particular video track to that receiver. The other hint is

when the window(s) no longer needs to be sent mapped to a particular video track

are overlapped by others or have been resized, which suggests that the video track

is of less importance to the viewer. This will cause the corresponding video track

to be transformed to a lower resolution. By doing this, the bandwidth saved can

be reused for those video tracks that the viewer is focusing on.

Receiver feedback initiates in-network optimizations at the nodes in the multicast

tree. The multicast tree used by the dynamically adaptive multicast service is a bi-

directional source multicast tree rooted at the sender with receivers located at the

leaf nodes. Each intermediate node has a single upstream node and one or more
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downstream nodes. All media tracks are transmitted along the same multicast

tree, though each track is transmitted and processed separately. Media tracks are

propagated downstream from the sender to the receivers by the same mechanism

as active multicast, while receiver feedback is transmitted upstream from receivers

to the source in capsule form. A feedback capsule corresponds to only one media

track. When the feedback capsule reaches an active node, it locates the current

information for the corresponding track. If the feedback information indicates a

lessened requirement, the capsule code takes action to either start a JMF processor

to lower the quality to a certain level or to just stop forwarding track data to the

outgoing interface where the feedback originated. The track information stored at

each node is also updated correspondingly. If the lessened requirement holds for

all downstream recipients, then the lessened requirement is passed upstream to the

next active node and the transformation is applied upstream too.

4.2 An Adaptive Multicast Protocol

As mentioned earlier, protocols in Active Networks are composed of a collection of

related capsule types. The capsule types forming the dynamically adaptive multi-

cast service include: ART McastCapsule (Adaptive Real-Time Multicast Capsule),

ARTMcastSubscri'beCapsule (Adaptive Real-Time Subscribe Multicast Capsule),

ARTCtrlCapsule (Adaptive Real-Time Control Capsule), ancl, ARTProcessor

(Adaptive Real-Time Processor Capsule). ARTMcastCapsules are used to de-

liver media data from the source to all recipients, with the help of the forward-

ing records established by lhe ARTMcastsubscri,beCapsules. A receiver that

is interested in the media streams may join the multicast session by sending an

ARTMcastSubscri'beCapsule to the source. This capsule provides the functional-
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public cl_ass CacheRecord {
public InetAddr[] h;
public long tinestâmp;
public TrackRecord[] tr;

Ì
Figure 4.2: Structure of a Forwarding Record

ities of both multicast subscription and maintenance of track information. During

a multicast session, a receiver generates feedback information and injects it into

the network using an ARTCtrlCapsule. This capsule effectively maps changes of

track importance to the observers into transformations on media tracks within the

active network, and thereby implements the dynamic adaptability.

4.2.I Forwarding Records

Active network nodes provide a soft-store mechanism for capsules to cache

application-defined objects at active nodes. In the adaptive multicast service, a

forwarding record is cached at every active node in the multicast tree. The CacheRe-

cord class shown in Figure 4.2 implements the data structure that describes each

forwarding record. It combines reverse pointers to support active multicast and

track records for track-level adaptability. Instances of CacheRecord structure are

stored in the sofb-store of each active node.
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Reverse pointers to the next downstream hops are stored in an array å (of type

InetAddr). The field tirnestarnp, introduced by the active multicast prototype, is

updated by subscribe capsules to record the time of the most recent update of

each forwarding record, and is used to avoid over-frequent subscription. Forward-

ing records are cached in the soft-store of a node. Since the soft-store can onlv
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public class HostAddrs {
float quality;
public InetAddr[] hosts;

Ì

public class TrackRecord {
public short tracklD;
public HostAddrs [] reqmnts;

]
Figure 4.3: Structure of the Track Record

hold application-defined objects for a short-interval, the forwarding record must

be updated periodically to keep its existence in the storage. This is done by the

receivers who periodically send subscribe capsules towards the sender (this will be

mentioned later). However, if receivers send the subscribe capsules over-frequently,

it could become a source of protocol overhead to upstream traffic from receivers

to the sender. To avoid such overhead, when updating a forwarding record, the

subscribe capsule fills in the field t'imestamp with the current time. When a new

subscribe capsule concerning the same forwarding record comes, it checks the in-

terval between the last update and its arrival. If the interval is too short, it will

stop traversing upstream to update the forwarding record, since they still exist.

Finally the field úr is an array holding the track records that specify what kind of

transformation should be applied to the data of each track (e.g. forward untouched,

kinds of modifications, or simply shut off). The structure of a track record is shown

in Figure 4.3.

Media tracks sent by the source are uniquely identified by a short integer stored

in the freId trackID. For each track, there is a corresponding track record at

every active node along the path it traverses which controls the transformation

and forwarding of the track data. The array reqmnts organizes the lists of reverse
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pointers according to the different quality requirements on the data to be forwarded

to the associated receivers. Each entry of the reqmnts array corresponds to a
different quality requirement level and contains a tist of reverse pointers to the

nodes that are interested in that level of quality. For the tracks to be forwarded

to the nodes pointed by the reverse pointers in that list, transformations will be

made to them when necessary to ensure those nodes will get accordingly quality-

adjusted ones. Nodes listed in the reqmnts array entry with a quality requirement

of 0 (i.e. reqmntslDROPl) will be cut off, while nodes listed in the reqmnts array

entry with full quality requirement (i.e. reqmntslFu LL)) will be forwarded the

full, unaltered, media track.

Because the active multicast service employs a source multicast tree, it uses combi-

nation of the group and source addresses as the key to locate and to access cached

forwarding records. Thus, capsules with the same group and source address share

the same forwarding records, and hence the same multicast tree. Figure 4.4 illus-

trates how the forwarding records are organized within the node cache.

4.2.2 Multicast Subscription

46

A receiver joins a multicast group by sending an ARTMcastsubscri,beCapsule

to the source. This capsule type is responsible for building the multicast tree

and initializing forwarding records, which will be used during the whole session.

The algorithm for building the multicast tree is adopted from the active multicast

prototype, and uses reverse pointers to establish a data path from the source to

the receiver. Initializing the forwarding records also includes updating the track

records. Because the forwarding behavior of each media track is controlled by

track records, without updating the track records, the receiver will never get any
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hash(group, source)

Hash Table of the Node
in the Soft-Store

Record Pointer

Figure 4.4: Organization of Forwarding Records in the Node Cache

data from any media track. The ARTMcastsubscribeCapsule contains an array tu

(data structure abstracted in Figure 4.5) to convey its preferred quality requirement

for each track. For the first time subscription to a multicast group, since the receiver

has no knowledge about the media tracks the source is propagating, the tu array

is empty and the receiver is deemed by default to be interested in all tracks at full

qualitys. If there are track records in the forwarding record., the capsule will merge

its reverse pointer into the reverse pointer list which indicates that futl quality is

required for every track record, so that all media tracks will be forwarded through

the reverse path in full.

Some active network frameworks remove cached entries from the soft-stores with
type,assumingfulIqualitymaycauSeinitialoverloading

of the network. To handle this problem, a more advanced implementation could receive guidance

on initial quality levels from the active node nearest to the subscribing host and set the initial
quality values accordingly.

CacheRecordA
h[0..m]

timestamp
tr[o..ü
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CacheRecordB
ht1..ml

ttmestamp
tr[O..t]
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Algorithm l A"ti"e iVI

1: Locate forwarding record rn under the key (setf .group,self .target) (Create a
new one if none exists)
if self .reuerse not, in m.h[] then

Append self .reuerse to m.hll
if self .tu is null then

{Ini.tially, rece'iuers haue no knowledge about med,'ia tracks}
for all track records m.úr[z] do

App end s el f .r eu er s e To m.tr [i].r e qmnt slF U L L]. ho st sll
end for

else

{Restore track records to aao'id bei,ng pruned, off because of ti,meout}
for a-ll track update records self .tufil do

Locate m.trfj) with m.tr[j].trackI D : setf .tu[i.].trackI D
App end s el f .r eu er s e to m.tr [j).r eqmnt sls et f .tuli].r eq)

end for
end if
{Bui'ld new self.tu that has the requirement for each traclc set to the marimum
arnong those of the downstream receiuers\

17: Newself.tu[m.tr.length];
18: for all track records rn.úr[i] do
19: Find mar(reqmnt) such that m.tr[i].reqmnts[reqmnt] is not null
20: Append (m.tr[i].tracklD, reqmnt) to self.tu[]
2I: end for
22: end if
n: {Check the tirne to auo,id ouer-frequent subscri,pti,on}
24 if (localti,me - m.t'imestamp) < 1000ms then
25: return
26: else
27: m.t'imestamp + ti,me
28: end if
29: Route capsule to the source
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public class TrackUpdate{
public short tracklD;
public short req;

Ì

coarse-grain timeouts, which will cause the related recipients to be pruned off the

multicast tree. To avoid this problem, subscribe capsules must be sent periodically.

When forwarding records are removed because of a timeout, it is up to the subscribe

capsules from all recipients to recreate them. The recovery of reverse pointer list

uses the same approach to rebuild forwarding records as was used to construct them

originally. However, in addition to re-grafting branches onto the multicast tree, the

subscribe capsule is also responsible for updating the track records in accordance

with each recipients' current track quality requirements. Based on the local quality

requirements, a recipient builds Lhe TrackUpdate array with each item indicating

the preferred quality of a certain track. Such information will be used to rebuild

the reverse pointer lists for track records. After the forwarding record is properly

updated, the subscribe capsule "sums up" the track records on the current node

and thereby generates new track update information to forward upstream. The

new track update information has the preferred requirement for each track set to

the highest among all of the interested downstream receivers. The pseudo-code for

this processing is shown in Algorithm 1.

TrackUpdate[] tu;

Figure 4.5: Structure of TrackUpdaúe Record
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4.2.3 Data Delivery

The ARTMcastCapsule is the wrapper and carrier capsule tvpe for the media
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Algorithm 2 Active Multicasting (ART McastCapsule)
l: Locate forwarding record rn under the key (self .group,self .targeú) (Exit when

no such record exists)
Locate track record m.tr[i.] wtth m.trlil.trackl D : selÍ.trackl D (Create a new
one if not found with m.trli,].reqrnnts[Fu LL].hosús[] + *.hll)
for all quality requirements m.trfi].reqmntslj) do

RepÌicate self to rep
Apply the transformation corresponding to m.tr[i,].reqmntfjl.quali.ty on rep
r ep. qu ality + m.tr [i).r eqmntfj). quali,tg
for all hosts in m.trfi].reqmnts[j].hosús[k] do

Route r ep to m.trfi].r eqmnt sljl.hosús [k]
end for

end for

2:

t.

4:

5:

o:

I

8:

9:

10:

data packet encoded by the source. It contains fields that specifii the connection

information, including: group address (group), source address (target), source port

number (spt), and destination port number (dpt) Its "active part" performs the

multicast function with knowledge of the reverse pointers available in each node's

cache. Besides the data packets encapsulated as a by'te-array, the capsule also con-

tains other application-oriented information including the trackl D of the track to

which the contained data packet belongs (since each capsule carries the payload of

just one media track). Field quality is an indicator of the current quality of the me-

dia track. Each media track is initially sent by the source at full quality. When the

data capsule reaches a node, before being forwarded to downstream nodes, it looks

up the quality requirement set by each downstream node in the track record. If less

than full quality is required, the capsule code activates a processor to transform the

media data to the appropriate reduced quality requirement before it is propagated

further downstream. The corresponding operation from each ARTMcastCapsule

which performs these operations on an active node is abstracted in Algorithm 2.
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4.2.4 Receiver Feedback

The feedback information from receivers is carried in ARTCtrlCapsules. The feed-

back could be generated by user interface hints or explicit event sources (e.g. but-

tons or menu items.) and serves to indicate that a certain media track has changed

in importance to the observer. Such change is mapped to an appropriate transfor-

mation to be performed at intermediate active network nodes. ARTCtrlCapsules

share the TrackUpdate slructure and most of the processing routines at each active

node with fhe ARTIVIcastSubscribeCapsule. The major difference in what they

do is how they handle the situation when no forwarding record exists. The sub-

scribe capsule is in charge of building the multicast tree, while the control capsule

just updates the forwarding behavior. So, when a needed forwarding record is not

found, the subscribe capsule will create one, but the control capsule will just stop

executing and hence does not propagate further. As mentioned, because subscribe

capsules are sent periodically, the next subscribe capsule will be responsible for re-

covering the corresponding forwarding record. Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo-code

for the operations that each ARTCtrlCapsules performs on an active node.
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Algorithm 3 Receiver Feedback (ARTCtrlCapsule)
1: Locate forwarding record rn under the key (self .group,self .target) (Exit when

no such record exists)
if self .reuerse not in m.h[] then

Append self .reuerse Io m.hf)
if self .tu is null then

for all track records m.tr[i] do
Append self .reuerse to m.trfi.].reqmntsfFU LLl.hostsll

end for
else

for all track update records self .tulil do
Locate m.trfjl with rn.trfjl.trackl D : sel f .tu[i.].trackI D
Append s el f .r eu er s e to rn.tr [j].r eqmnt sls el f .tuli,].r eql

end for
end if
New self.tu[m.tr.length] ;

for all track record rn.trli.l do
Find mar(reqmnt) such that m.tr[i].reqmntsfreqmnt] is not null;
Append (m.trfi].tracklD, reqmnt) to self.tu[];

end for
end if
Route capsule to the source
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Chapter 5

Prototype Implementation

5.1 Architecture

The prototype is written in Java so that it can easily exploit both the active net-

work infrastructure of ANTS (which is also written in Java) and multimedia sup-

port provided by JMF. To access the active network services and resources, the

implementation is based on the programming model defined by ANTS [TW96] as

follows:

1. The dynamically adaptive multicast protocol is developed by subclassing the

virtual class "Protocol". Each type of packet and its forwarding routine is

specified by subclassing the virtual class "Capsule".

2. End user applications are developed by subclassing the virtual class "Appli-

cation" so that they can use the ANTS primitives to access the local node

and its services.

3. An instance of the class Node represents the local ANTS runtime environment
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Figure 5.1: The NodeCache Hash Table and LRU Link List

on either a router or host node.

54

4. The protocol and applications are used by creating instances of their classes

and attaching them to each node.

ANTS provides a sofL-store mechanism where active network services can cache

application-defined objects for an application-defined interval. Such objects (con-

taining relevant information) can later be retrieved by another incoming capsule.

The soft-store (implemented as NodeCache object) comprises a hash table and

a doubly linked list to implement a fixed size table of application-defined objects
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Application

using least-recently-used replacement policy. Figure 5.1 shows how the hash ta-

ble and LRU list are organized. Each application-defined object is represented

by a NCEIement object, which is stored in the hash table pointed by hashfreld

in NodeCache. The l/CElements with the same hash value is double linked by

their lnert and lpreu as a bucket. The head and tai,l fields of NodeCache mark

both ends of the LRU link list. ANTS comes with two pre-defined wrapper classes

(w -I J,w J I J) for forming key object. w -I J takes an (i,nteger,long) pair as the

hash key, while wJIJ takes an (i,nteger,'integer,long) triple as the key. The for-

warding records in the adaptive multicast service are identified by the combination

of the group and source addresses which are both of type integer. Thus we use a

W-IJ object to form the hash key for referencing forwarding records.

Figure 5.2 shows the high-level architecture of the prototype. Media processing

is implemented using JMF. This includes media presentation, transformation, and

HfP encoding and decoding. In our implementation, JTVIF media processing is

integrated with the application, which runs on top of ANTS. JMF comes with a

native HfP protocol implementation which allows java-based applications to play

back and transmit HfP streams. This RTP support normally uses UDP as the

underlying protocol, though in the prototype, active networks are substituted for

ANTS

Figure 5.2: Prototype High Level Architecture

ANTS Channel (UDPiANETD)
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UDP. This is achieved by customizing the RTPSockeú class, which, in JMF, is

manipulated by RTPSessionMgr to send and receive HfP streams. RTPSocketis

designed to have both a data and a control channel. Each channel has an input and

an output stream to flow data in to and out of the underlying network. To enable

the use of RTPSocketwith ANTS network support, the default input and output

stream, which are built using UDP support, were replaced with a new ANTS-

oriented input and output stream called ANTSHandler. ANTSHandler bridges

the RTP multimedia program and the ANTS active network by encapsulating RTP

packets into the ANTS capsule at the sender side and de-encapsulating HfP packets

out when they reach the intended receiver. For the convenience of active processing

at the intermediate nodes, ANTSHandler also packs some important application-

specific information (e.g. track number) into each capsule, so that it does not need

to look into its RTP payload when the capsule is processed at an active node.

5.2 Implementation Details

To veriÊy the adaptive scheme, an experimental environment was built where a

sender and multiple receivers are inter-connected through active nodes. The sender

program simulates the sources in the operating theatre by broadcasting multiple

video and audio streams simultaneously. In consideration of the variety of kinds

of sources in reality and to simplify the prototype, multiple audio and video files

are used to simulate the live audio and video streams. The structure of the sender

program is illustrated in Figure 5.3. The source media streams are represented

wtth DataSource objects. JMF provides easy access to different input sources (like

stored or captured live data) with its Datasource interface, so that data sources are

not restricted to stored files, though stored files are all that is used in the prototype.
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For each video file to be sent, a processor is created to produce an HfP-encoded

DataSource for transmission. Media streams often contain multiple channels of

data called tracks (e.g. audio and video tracks in most video files). Those tracks in

the source stream are de-multiplexed in the output data source to be transmitted

individually. The transmission of each track invokes an HfP session, which is

managed by an instance of RTPSessi,onManager. Normally, when a processor is

asked for the output data source, it will initiate a session manager to transmit over

UDP implicitly. To transmit using an ANTS network, the session manager must be

created explicitly, and be supplied with the ANTSHandler (Figure 5.2) to disable

the default UDP protocol support.

RTPSessionManager
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Figure 5.3: Structure of the Sender Program
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Player

DataSource

@

A receiver application presents media streams to the interested participants through

virutal "speakers" and "monitors" (Figure 5.4). It employs JMF's Player objects

to process the input streams of media data and render them in a timely fashion.

The receiver application registers itself with the active network for receiving active

capsules, so the multicast data capsules will be routed up to the receiver on their

arrival at an end node of the multicast tree. The RTP encoded media data is then

de-encapsulated out of the active capsule by the ANT S H andler. Nlanaged by a

DataSource object, the RTP encoded data can then be handled directly by a Player

object. Receiver applications use AÆTCtrlCapsules to send feedback information

into the network and initiate the previously described in-network adaptation. The

sending of feedback capsules is separate from the data transmission. Since each

RTPSessionManager
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Figure 5.4: Structure of the Receiver Program
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Media Track

ARTCtrlCa,psule only contains quality requirements for an individual track, it can

be integrated with various possible hint-detection schemes. In the prototype, the

application detects user interaction with the windowing environment to generate

requirement hints.

The crux of dynamic adaptability is being able to inject transformation routines into

the active nodes in the multicast tree, so that the on-demand, in-network quality

adjustment can be done. Since the quality requirements of different receivers may

vary widely, it could be both inefficient and unnecessary (though perfectly possible)

to write and deploy different transformation routines to suit all possible application

needse. The approach used in the prototype employs only one transformation rou-

tine to meet all levels of quality requirements. The transformation will lessen the

qualitytoafixedportionof thatof theinput, say,T0Toof theoriginal. Thuswith

ake sense, it is certainly possible to do so.

Figure 5.5: The Transformation lVlodel on Active Nodes

Media Process

lf quanlity < requ¡rement
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5. 2 Implement ation Det ails

several transformations working in sequence, different requirements can be approx-

imately met (see Figure 5.5). This can also save network resources, since only one

transformation routine has to be deployed. In the prototype, the ARTProcessor

object performs the necessary transformation. To enable automatic deployment,

ARTProcessor is implemented as a subclass of capsule. In an active node that me-

dia streams are passing through, there may be multiple instances of ART Processor 
1

each corresponding to a different media track. The instance pointer of the appro-

priate processor to use is stored in the forwarding record. When a capsule for a

track first arrives at a node, it looks up the corresponding ARTProcessorl or cre-

ates and initializes one if it is not found. This initialization will trigger on-clemand

code distribution if the ARTProcessor'code is not located locally, so that as the

ARTIVIcastCapsule traverses through the multicast tree, the processor will also

be deployed along the transmission path. To save the processing resources of each

intermediate node, each track will be processed on a node at most once.

As mentioned earlier, the media transformation is implemented with the help of

JMF. In the .IMF processing model, a Processor is the generalized object for

media processing. It allows the application developer to define the specific type

of processing that is to be applied to the media data. This enables the applica-

tion of effects, mixing, and compositing in real-time. We exploit the Processor

class to facilitate the development of the prototype's in track transformation abil-

ity. Each AÈTProcessor initiates an RIP session by creating an instance of

RTPSessi'on\tIgr corresponding to the transmission of a specific track. Each

RTPSessi,onMgr uses the RTPSockeú together with an ANTSHand,ler to send

and receive RTP streams over the ANTS network. When the RTpSess,ionMgr

detects that a certain track is flowing through the node, it witl create an instance

of a J1VIF Processor to process the incoming stream and forward it out. By call-
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5.2 Implementation Details

ing the getControl method of the Processor object, the codec controls (such as

BitRateControl and QualityControl objects) associated with this track will be

returned. In the prototype, the transformation will lessen the quality to a fixed

portion of that of the input (70% of the original by default). This is simply imple-

mented by calling the setQuality method of lhe QuatityControl object with pa-

rameter 0.7 (0.0 for minimal quality and 1.0 for maximum quality). This parameter

may have different effects depending on the type of compression used by the track.

For the tracks used later in the experiment (H.261 format), the quality adjustment

is accomplished by changing the quantizationl0 scale on a per macroblockll basis.

The dynamic adaptation service in this thesis is independent from user applications

since the whole behaviour is controlled purely by capsules. This allows different

events (e.g. loss rate reported by RTCP, UI hints, or user preference.) to be

mapped to quality requirements and hence to collectively control the adaptation

behaviour. To verify the design, in the proof-of-concept prototype, we use a variant

of Katchbaw's UI code [KLB99] to detect user hints, and then initiate adaptation

at the receiver side by injecting an ARTCtrlCapsule into the active network.
l0Quantization is simply the process of decreasing the number of bits needed to store a set of

values (transformed coefficients, in the context of data compression) by reducing the precision of

those values. Since quantization is a many-to-one mapping, it's a lossy process and is the main

source of compression in a lossy image coding scheme.
llMacroblock is the four 8 by 8 blocks of luminance data and the two (for 4:2:0 chroma format),

four (for 4:2:2 chroma format) or eight (for 4:4:4 chroma format) corresponding 8 by 8 blocks of

chrominance data coming from a 16 by 16 section of the luminance component of the picture.
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Figure 5.6: Test Configuration

5.3 Experiment

To verify the feasibility of the dynamic adaptive multicast concept, an ANTS based

test environment was set up. The prototype was run on the ANTS platform in
standalone mode without Anetd support. In the experimental environment, active

nodes are inter-connected with communication channels established through UDp
ports. This allows the prototype to operate on either a single-machine environment

or on a testbed of multiple routers. The prototype was developed using JDK 1.3.1,

ANTS 1.3.1, and JMF 2.Ifor Linux. The test uses virtual nodes running in single-

machine environment on an Intel x86 based platform running Linux kernel 2.4.LT.

Figure 5.6 depicts the topology of the test environment. It consists of 6 nodes,

amongst which there are 1 sender (S node), 3 receivers (V nodes), and 3 routing

nodes (R nodes). Node S simulates the operation theatre, acting as the source of

media streams. Three receiver nodes are used to simulate the remote viewers. And

all the nodes in between behave as the active routers.
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Clients tune in the multicast channel by registering themselves to the multicast

group. In the test case, three clients representing the remote viewers were set up.



5.3 Experiment

QoS Requirements

VV2v3
r00% 100% 100%

70% r00% 700%

70% 70% 100%

n0% n0% 70%

70% 70% 70%

49% 49% 70%

4e% 0% 0%

Transformation Routines

s

None None None None

None None None None

None None 70% None

None None None 70%

70% None None None

70% None 70% None

70% 70% 0% 0%

The client software is responsible for presenting the media stream and monitoring

the user activity through UI interaction, in order to generate feedback capsules.

We used two clips from movie trailersl2 to simulate the real-time video signals from

an operating theater. Each clip contains a video track and an audio track. Hence

there were four media tracks in the experiment that could be controllecì individually.

For each media track, an HfP session over the dynamic adaptive multicast service

was opened to convey the media streams to all registered clients. (Atl media streams

are multicasted to a single multicast group).

In the experiment, the receiver has the option to receive the full quality media

stream, to degrade the quality to a certain portion (70% or 50%), or to completely

shutdown the receiving. All the combinations of all possibie adaption schemes were

tested, and the results show that:

Figure 5.7: The Transformation Behaviors on Routing Nodes

Ro R1 R2
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12The chips were in H.261 Quarter Common Interchange Format (QCIF), IT6 x l44p,iæels,

30f ramesf s,lllcHz
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1' The active multicast based dynamic adaptive scheme has led to higher flexibility
as to the degree of adaptation. Unlike the best-effort data multicast se¡vices, such
as that implemented by iP which only allow a user to subscribe/unsubscribe to a
certain multicast group' the clients using the dynamic adaptive service may have
more control over their eoS requirements.

2' Adaption alwavs happens on the nodes as close to the source as possible. Fis-
ure 5'7 lists some of the representative adaptation schemes on the routing nodes
according to the combination of different QoS requirements initiated from different
clients' Those data show that with the feedback capsules traversing upstream for
the end-user, the transforming behavior on the routing nodes along the path is
adapted automatically to achieve optimal link bandwidth usage. Figure b.g shows
a example bandwidth usage on each link when the eos requirements on [, v2 and
vs are respectively 4g%, 4g% and 70%. It is worth mentioning that for the eoS
requirements shown on the last row of Figure b.7, although both v2 and, v3 have
turned off the receiving, the media track still has to go through two routing nodes
to get its quality degraded to 49%, since we only have lhe 70% transformation
routine deployed in the routing nodes.

Figure 5.8: Bandwidth Usage Example
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Description

Source Stream

Original

High Quality

Low Qualitv

Low Quality

witÌ¿iVIotionV ectors

Compression Ratio

Figure 5.9: Re-quantization Processing Latency by JVIF processor

3. Multiple media tracks can be conveyed in a single multicast session. In the

experiment, two audio tracks and two video tracks sent to a single active multicast

group, but the transmission of those tracks could still be adapted individually.

In the traditional application adaption approaches, multicast groups are heavily

employed to either transmit each individual media track, or to just deliver only

part of a single track as necessitated by layered multicast approaches.

Additional experiments have been done on the processing time of the JMF processor

based re-quantization, which is the major contributor of the transmission latency of

the active multicast based dynamic adaptive scheme. As Figure b.9 shows, different

compression ratios have been applied to the sample video sequences during the

experiments. Both 70% and 50% transformations are tested for comparison. The

results show that in the current JMF based implementation, the transformation

latency imposed on each active node for a single stream is a significant amount

of time ( 900rns). This latency, being almost constant despite of the different

compression ratios of the source, is also irrelevant to the transformation ratio. This

has become a significant performance overhead that needs to be solved in the future
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and F\rture'Work

Multicasting and adaptive transmission are the most-commonly adopted multime-

dia networking technologies used to ensure the efficient delivery of large volumes of

data. Generally, multicasting tries to minimize network load at the network layer,

while most of the adaptive transmission approaches try to avoid unnecessary trans-

mission from the application layer. In this thesis we have presented an approach to

integrate dynamic adaptivity into media group transmission over a heterogeneous

inter-networks by exploiting the emerging Active Networks technology. In com-

parison to traditional multimedia transmission solutions, the characteristics of the

developed approach can be summarized as:

1. The prototype system provides a network layer based solution for multimedia

distribution. This solution is facilitated by active networks technology. The

network services like active multicasting and in-network adaptation are im-

plemented using an Active Network framework as active protocols. Unlike in

legacy network infrastructure, active protocols require no advance consensus

about the definitions of the protocol. This can enormously simplify the de-
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIO¡{S AND FUTURE WORK

ployment of new network services, since the underlying active network does

not have to "understand" the changing protocols itself.

Media data are conveyed from sender to receivers with active multicast. In

contrast to legacy multicast mechanisms and protocols in which the packets

can only be duplicated and forwarded passively, the active multicast capsules

can determine their own forwarding behavior using the forwarding routines

the multicast capsules camy. Moreover, the end user can modify the multicast

algorithm for optimization without needing to upgrade the active nodes.

The dynamic adaptivity is implemented by incorporating the adaptation de-

cision within the forwarding routine of the active multicast protocol. When

the media data, encapsulated in the active multicast capsules, pass through

an active node, the forwarding routine decides not only where they should it
be forwarded to, but also the adaptive behavior to be applied to them. In the

experimental prototype, the adaptation involves lowering the quality of the

media stream to a certain scale to save the outbound bandwidth but other

adaptations are) of course, also possible.

Transformation may be invoked based on a variety of hints. In the prototype,

the end-user application generates the hints by monitoring receiver behav-

iors. Active networks provide the mechanism by which an active node can

maintain the receivers' state and other receiver-oriented rate control informa-

tion necessary to implement such functionality. Receiver behavior is captured

based on detecting user interface (UI) actions (e.g. iconifying, shrinking, or

hiding a window) as suggested in [KLB99] and this is used to provide feedback

information to the active network nodes.

2.

.).
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Taken together, these characteristics have shown that active networks have proven

to be promising to supporting multimedia transmission, in terms of both efficiency

and better QoS support. The ANTS-based prototype has also demonstrated that
Active Networks technology should not only be credited for its programmable net-

work layer, but also ability to integrate application oriented services with network

services, for it may lead to a more "intelligent" network infrastructure, and provide

the following benefits:

1. The adaptation is carried out at active nodes on the transmission path in

accordance with both receivers' feedback/state information and, perhaps also,

with current congestion status. The capsule can decide when and on which

node to perform the transformation, so that the bandwidth used for media

stream delivery can be minimized, while still ensuring all recipients get their

desired QoS. Even when the receivers' QoS requirements are dynamically

changing,

2. Since the transformation codes are part of the capsules' forwarding routines,

the adaptation service may can be easily deployed on any active network node

along the transmission path, where adaptation is necessary.

The response to QoS requirement changes can also be more prompt com-

pared to application level adaptation approaches, because the feedback cap-

sules can trigger the transformation at intermediate nodes while they traverse

upstream to the sender. Also, the propagation of these feedback capsules will

be stopped after the appropriate adaptation has been activated. This can

save the upstream bandwidth.
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6.7 Possible Improvements and Future Work

6.1 Possible Improvements and F\rture 'Work

Some of the design choices made to simplify the prototype implementations make

the project require further work and improvements in some areas. First, there are

performance issues involved to make this prototype system practical. For the im-

plementation, we have chosen to build this proof-of-concept prototype using ANTS

toolkit. This Java-based active network framework faciiitated and simplified the

development work by providing a dynamic code distribution system and a consis-

tent programming environment. However, the byte-code-based technology can not

operate efficiently on processing-intensive network nodes, for the reason that each

instruction has to be mapped (i.e. loaded, decoded, and invoked) bV the interpreter.

The interpretation time of byte-code applications are thus normally more than ten

times longer than the execution of native machine code [KAC98]. Compilation in

advance and just-in-time (JIT) compilation are the two major ways to boost java

performance. Compilation in advance will translate capsules into native codes be-

fore injecting them into the network. However, compilation in advance can lead

to unportable code, bigger capsule size and makes it impractical to validate each

operation to protect against intentional or accidental attach on active nodes. In

contrast, JIT translates Java byte code to native code during program execution.

Compared with compilation in advance, JIT compilation retains the portability and

security properties of byte-code, and can lead to a significant performance improve-

ment (combined with native code caching) in Java based Active Networks [KPS02].

It would be useful to boost the performance in the final implementation.

Further, any general-purpose language should be avoided from being eventually

chosen for composing active protocols, due to their relatively low performance an¿

security concerns. Further studies [MHN01] have shown that using a well defined
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6.1 Possible Improvements and Future Work

packet composition ianguage, together with a its supportive infrastructure, such as

service layer, configuration and operation platform, may lead to a practical active

network system for general use. Thus, towards improving the performance to a
practical level, the main focus could be concentrating on adopting or developing

a more suitable active packet composition language while integrating the adaptive

multicast service with a more mature active network platform.

On the expanding experimental Active Networks Backbone (ABone), Anetd pro-

vides for the use of multiple active network systems. The Anetd design philosophy

is to be fully backward compatible with current networking software, and at the

same time to support new innovative functionality in managing, designing and con-

trolling Active Networks. Further, packets among Anetd's are exchanged in an

encapsulated form using the ANEP protocol. It would be worth migrating the cur-

rent prototype to the Anetd-based infrastructure to see how it performs in such an

environment.

Second, in the implementation of the prototype, the powerful JMF library was used

to simplify the programming of the media processing and maintain the focus of the

thesis on the active network programming model. This imposes the requirement

that the JMF class library must exist on all active nodes through which the capsules

pass, which is practically infeasible. In conjunction with the performance issues, one

possible approach that is worth considering is to abstract a set of media processing

primitives, such as quantization and discrete cosine transform. Those primitives

could then be programmed as lightweight, standardized service layer components,

and deployed among all active nodes. With those optimized "service-let"s, the

construction of active packets could be facilitated, and consequently, we might be

able to see significant improvement in performance which would result i¡r more

practical applications.
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Appendix A

Source Code l)ocumentation

This documentation does not include the sender and receiver applications, since

they have a simple flow and are self-explanatory. Refer to the source and comments

for implementation details.

4.1 ARTcapsule Class Reference

Inheritance diagram for ARlCapsule::

apps.ARTCtrlCapsule

4.1.1 Detailed Description

ARTCapsule is the base class for all customized capsule types.

It defines constants and data types that are shared by all of its subclasses. The
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4.2 HostAddresses Class Reference

subclasses it defines include HostAddresses, TbackRecord, and CacheRecord.

^.L.2 
Static Public Attributes

o final int MAX-TRANSFORM : 4

o final int FULL-TRANSMISSION : 3

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

o ARTCapsule.java

4.2 HostAddresses Class Reference

^.2.I 
Detailed Description

HostAddress is just an array type to hold a list of host addresses.

Public Attributes

o int[] hosts

The array of host ad,dresses.

F7t
,t)

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

o AHfCapsule.java

4.3 TlackRecord Class Reference

4.3.1 Detailed Description

ThackRecord class is used to control the track based adaptation.



4.4 CacheRecord Class Reference

Public Attributes

o short tracklD
Each traclt, has a unique ID.

o AHfProcessor processor

Each traclc injects 'its own processor i,nto the ANTS network with ttti,s fietd.

o HostAddressesf] proc
The list of hosts to go through a transformøtion.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

o AFùTCapsule.java

4.4 CacheRecord Class Reference

4.4.I Detailed Description

CacheRecord is the forwarding record cached in the soft-store of active nodes.
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Public Attributes

o int[] h
Array h holds the reuerse po'inters.

o long timestamp
The ti,mestamp to record time of the most recent update.

o TþackRecordf] tr



A. 5 ARTM c ast Subscr ib eC apsule CI ass Reference

Array tr controls the adaptati,on of each track. ^9ee TþackRecord
detai,ls.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

AFlIfCapsule.java

4.5 ARTMcastsubscribeCapsule Class
ence

Inheritance diagram for ARTMcastSubscribeCapsule: :

4.5.1 Detailed Description

AHfMcastSubscribeCapsule does multicast group subscription for receivers.

Its forwarding routine (evaluateQ) will set up the fowarding records (Cache-

Record) at the active nodes it traverses. AHlMcastsubscribeCapsule is derived

from AHfCapsule.

Public Attributes

o int group

Group address.

ntt¿

for rnore

Refer-



A. 5 ARTNIc astS ubscrib eC apsule Class Refer ence

o int target
Sender address.

o int reverse

The address of the downstream node from where thi,s subscribe capsule is arriaed,.

o int max_track

Marimum number of tracks.

o TþackUpdate[] tu
Track update array.

4.5.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

4.5.2.L ARTMcastSubscribeCapsute 0

Default constructor.

4.5.2.2 AFlllMcastSubscribeCapsule (int targeú, int group)

This contructor is used to create a read-for-transmitting subscribe capsule.

Parameters:

target: target address (source address)

group: group address
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4.5.3 Member Function Documentation

4.5.3.1 void Buildrbackupdate (short trackrDsf], short procsll)

Re-build the track update array to be forwarded upstream.



A. 5 ART M c astS ubscrib eC apsule Class Refer ence

Once the subscribe capsule has set up the track records by integrating the quality

requirements it carries with the information in the node's current track records, the

track update array has to be updated to reflect the change and then propagated

upstream.

4.5.3.2 Xdr decod" 0

Decoding the object from External Data Representation.

XDR has to be decoded so that the data it carries can be actually understood.

4.5.3.3 Xdr encod" 0

Encode the object into External Data Representation.

A capsule has to be encoded into XDR before it can be sent out.

4.5.3.4 boolean evaluate (Node n)

The forwarding routine for the subscribe capsule.

Parameters:

u The active node this capsule is currently being running on.

4.5.3.5 int length 0
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Length of the data part of the capsule.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

r ARTMcast SubscribeCapsule.java



4.6 A&TMcastCapsule Class Reference

4.6 ARTMcastCapsule Class

Inheritance diagram for ARTMcastOapsule: :

4.6.1 Detailed Description

AFllfMcastCapsule is the wrapper and carrier capsule for the media data packet.

It's a subclass of AHfCapsule.

Public Attributes

o int group
Group address.

o int target
Source øddress.

o short spt

Source port.

o short dpt
Destinat'ion port.

o short tracklD
The uni,que ID of the track.

Reference
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4.6 ARTMcastC apsule Class Reference

o boolean processed

Indi,cati,ng if the data has

o BybeArray data
The actual data pauload.

4.6.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

4.6.2.1 AHfMcastCapsule 0

Default constructor.

already been processed.

4.6.2-2 AHfMcastcapsule (int ga, int ta, short sø, short da, short
tracle, ByteArray d)

This contructor is used to create a read-for-transmitting data capsule.

Parameters:

go.' group address

ta: target address (source address)

sa.' source port

dø.' destination port

track: track ID

d; multicast data
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4.6.3 Member Function Documentation

4.6.3.1 Xdr decodu 0

Decoding the object from External Data Representation.



4.6 ARTMcastC apsule Class Reference

XDR has to be decoded so that the data it carries can be actually understood.

4.6.3.2 Xdr encod" 0

Encode the object into External Data Representation.

A capsule has to be encoded into XDR before it can be sent out.

4.6.3.3 boolean evaluate (Node n)

The forwarding routine that will be executed on an active node.

Parameters:

n.' The current node that the forwarding routine is being executed on.

4.6.3.4 ByteArray getData 0

Read the data payload.

4.6.3.5 short getDstPort 0

Get destination port.
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4.6.3.6 short getSrcPort 0

Get source port.

4.6.3.7 int length 0

Get the length of the data part of this capsule type.



4.7 AHTCtrICapsule Class Reference

4.6.3.8 void resetSrc (int source)

Reset src address. The documentation for this class was generated from the follow-

ing file:

o AHfMcastCapsule.java

4.7 ARTctrlCapsule Class Reference

Inheritance diagram for ARTCtrlCapsule::

4.7.L Detailed Description

ART CtrlCapsule conveys changes of quality requirement

and initiates media processing when necessary.

Public Attributes

r int group

Group øddress.

o int target
Sender address.

o int reverse
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4.7 ARTCtrlCapsuIe Class Reference

The address of the dounstream node from where tlti,s subscribe capsule i,s arriued,.

o int max-track
Marimurn number of traclcs.

o TbackUpdate[] tu
Track, update array.

^.7.2 
Constructor & Destructor Documentation

4.7.2.L AHfCtrlCapsule 0

Default contstructor.

4.7.2.2 ARjTCtrlCapsule (irrt targeú, int group)

Constructor.

Parameters:

target: target address

group: group address
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4.7.3 Member Function Documentation

4.7.3.1 void Buildtackupdate (short traclcrDsl], short procsll)

^.7.3.2 
Xdr decod" 0

Encode the object into External Data Representation.

A capsule has to be encoded into XDR before it can be sent o't.



4.8 ANTSHandIer Class Reference

4.7.3.3 Xdr encod. 0

Encode the object into External Data Representation.

A capsule has to be encoded into xDR before it can be sent out.

4.7.3.4 boolean evaÌuate (Node n)

The forwarding routine for the control capsule.

Parameters:

n: The active node this capsule is currently being running on.

4.7.3.5 int length 0

Size of the capsule's data payload.

The documentation for this class was

o AHfCtrlCapsule.java

4.8

A..8.1
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Al\TsHandler Class Reference

ANTSHandler handles the encapsulation/de-encapsulation and the transmission

of RTP packet in ANTS network.

Public Attributes

Detailed Description

generated from the following file:

a

o

SourceTransferHandler outputHandler : null

Application application



4.8 ANTSHandler Class Reference

The owner appli.cation.

o ARTMcastCapsule cap

The acti,ue rnulticast capsule to be sent or rece,iued.

o int mygroup
The rnulti,cast group address.

o int mytarget
The source address.

o short myport
Port number.

o boolean IsSender

Marki,ng the sender or rece'iuer.

o short tracklD
The ID of the track whose data is to be handled.
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4.8.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation

4.8.2-1 ANTSHandler (Application app,, int group, int targeú, short
hport,, short tracle)

Constructor of ANTSHandler.

ANTSHandler is created with both the source and destination addresses and

ports, so that those information is not needed when doing actual sending and

receiving.



4.8 ANTSHandler Class Reference

Parameters:

app: the appcliation

group: the address of the active multicast group

target: the source address

hport: the source port

track: the track number al, the sender. This parameter is -1 when

ANTSHandler is created at receiver

4.8.3 Member Function Documentation

4.8.3.1 int getMinimumTþansferSize 0

Get the minimum transfer size.

The minimum transfer size is the size of the data part of the multicast capsule

4.8.3.2 int read (byte bufferll, int offseú, int length)

Read data from ANTS network.

Parameters:

buffer: The user buffer to receive data;

offset: The offset of the user buffer start from where the received data are

written;

length: length of the buffer

4.8.3.3 void receiveCapsule (ARlTMcastCapsule cap)

Receive a multicast Capsule.
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4.9 ARTProcessor Class Reference

Parameters:

cap: The user capsule to be fitted with the received data.

4.8.3.4 int write (byte bufferf],

Write data into ANTS network.

Parameters:

buffer: user data buffer to be sent

offset: the starting offset in the buffer

length: number of bytes to be sent

The documentation for this cLass was generated from the following file:

o ANTSHandler.java

int offset, int length)

4.9 ARTProcessor Class Reference

4.9.1 Detailed Description

AHfProcessor is the object that does the transformation.
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It is injected into the active network nodes by the sender using the processor field

of tackRecord. AHf uses its own ANTSHandlerEx class to bridge the RTp
sesssion and ANTS network, because there's no way to inject ANTSHandler into
the network along with AHfProcessor, since ANTSHandler is not a capsule

type.

Public Attributes

o HfPSessionNlgr mgr : null



4.9 ARTProcessor Class Reference

Sess'ion nxanager for receiui,ng from the send,er.

o RTPSocket rtpsock: null

RTP socket for rece,iu,ing frorn the sender.

o ANTSHandlerEx rtp : n¡1Ì

ANTSHandler handles the RTP session between the processor and, the send,er.

o ANTSHandlerEx rtcp : ¡¡11

ANTSHandler handles the RTCP sess'ion between the processor and, the
sender.

o RTPSessionMgr smgr: null

Sess'ion Tnano4er for forwarding to the sender.

o RTPSocket srtpsock : null

RTP socket for forwarding to the sender.

o ANTSHandlerEx srtp : n¿11

ANTSHandler handles the RTP sess'ion between the processor and, receiuer.

o ANTSHandlerEx srtcp: null

ANTSHandler handles the RTCP sess'ion between the processor and, rece,iuer.

o Node server : null

The node that the processoris running on.

o int source

Source address.

o int group

ó(
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Group address.

o int target
Target address.

o short port
Port number.

o short tracklD
The ID of the track this processo:- is processing.

4.9.2 constructor & Destructor Documentation

A-9.2.1 AHfProcessor (Node node, int src, int grp, int trgt, short pú)

Parameters:

node: the current node

srci source address

grp: group address

trgt: Larget address

pt: port number

4.9.3 Member Function Documentation

4.9.3.1 void controllerUpdate (ControllerEvent ce)

callback function to handle the state change of JMF processor.

Parameters:

ce: The event to be handled. See JMF documentation for more details
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4.9.3.2 boolean initialize 0 [protected]

Initialize and get the JMF processor object ready for processing.

4.9.3.3 void receive (Capstle cap)

Receive capsule.

Parameters:

cap: The capsule

4.9.3.4 void run 0

Start AHlProcessor.

4.9.3.5 void setQuality (Player p, float ual)

be filled with received data

setting the encoding quality to the specified value on the encoder.

0.5 is a good default.

The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

o AHlProcessor.java

89



Appendix B

Source Code

8.1 ARTcapsule.java

package apps;

import ants . x;

/**
'r ARTCapsuIe is the

defines
* constants and data

The subclasses
x'it defines i,nclude
*/

public abstract class ARTCapsule extends Capsule {public static final int MAXjIRANSFORNI: 4;
public static final int FIILL_TRANSiVtrSSION : 3;

base class for

types that are

HostAddresses,

/**
x HostAddress 'is just an array tUpe to hold a Ii st of host

addresses.
*/

public class HostAddresses {
// !fhe ar-ray of host addresses .

public int [] hosts;
)

/**
* TraclçRecord class is used to control the tracle based ad,aptation

90

all customized capsule types. It

shared by aIl of its subclasses

TracleRecord , and CacheRecord.
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public class TrackRecord {
// !Each traclc has a unique ID.

public short tracklD;
//!Each track, has its oun processor on an actiue node

public ARTProcessor processor ;

// !fhe li s t of hosts to go through a transf ormat,ion
public HostAddresses [] proc ;

Ì

* CacheRecord is the forwardi,ng record.
act'iu e nodes

x/
public class CacheRecord {

// !ArraE h holds the reuerse po'inters .

public int [] h;
// !The timestamp to record t'ime of the rnost

public long timestamp;
// ! Array tr controls the ad,aptation of each

TraclcRecord for more details.
public TrackRecord[] tr;

Ì
Ì

8.2

package apps;

import ants . x;
import ants. wrapper.*;

/**
x ART CtrlCapsule conueAs changes
* rece'iuer to sender, and
*'in'it'iates media processing when
*/

public class ARTCtrlCapsule extends
{

public class TrackUpdate{
public short tracklD;
public short proc ;

Ì

ARTCtrlCapsule.java

91

cached in the soft-store of

recent update

track. See

protected byte [ ]
protected byte []

of quality requ'irement from

necessara.

ARTCapsule

midQ {pid0 {
return findlVIID (" uppt
return findPID("upp.

.ARTCtrlCapsule"); Ì

.ARTCtrlCapsule");)
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protected byte[] Sid0 { return

// ! Group address
int group;
// ! Sender address
int t arget ;

//!fhe address of the downstream
capsule ,is arriued -

int reverse ;

// !Marimum number of tracks.
int max-track;

// ! Track update array .

TrackUpdate [] tu ;

//! Size of the capsule's data payload,
public int length 0 {

int alen ;

i f (tu :: null )
alen : 0;

else

findGID (" apps. ARTCtrlCapsule" ) ; )

alen : tu. length ;

return super.length 0 + Xdr.INT +
Xdr.INT * Xdr.INT + alen * 2 *

Ì

// ! Encode the object 'into External
/*!

tr A capsule has to be encoded into
*/

public Xdr encode 0 {
Xdr xdr : super. encode ( ) ;

node from where thi,s sub s crib e

92

xdr .PUT( t arget ) ;

xdr .PUI(group ) ;

xdr.PIIf( reverse ) ;

i f (tu :: null )
xdr.PUf (0) ;

else {
xdr.PUT(tu.length);
for(int i :0; i < tu.length; i++)

xdr.PUI(tu Ii ]. tracklD);
xdr.PUT(tuIi].proc);

Ì

Xdr.INT +
XdT.SIIORT;

Data Representat'ion.

XDR before it can be sent out
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return xdr;
I
J

// ! Encode the object ,into External

x A cøpsule has to be encoded into

public Xdr decode 0 {
Xdr xdr : super. decode 0 ;

target : xdr.INT0;
group : xdr.INT0 ;

reverse : xdr.iNT0;

int len : xdr.INTO ;

if(ien
tu:
for (i

new TrackUpdate Ilen ] ;

nti:0; i<len; i++){
i] : rc* TrackUpdateO;
i ]. tracklD : xdr.SIiORTO ;i].proc: xdr.SHORTQ;

tu
tn
tu

Data Representat'ion.

XDR before it can be sent out

return xdr;

//!The forwarding routine for the control capsule
/*!
x\param n: The act'iue node this capsule ,is currentry bei,ng running

on.
*/

public boolean evaluate (Node n) {
try {

CacheReco¡d m : (CacheRecord)n.getCache0 . Sut(group, target) ;

if (m:: null) {
// Control capsule do noth,ing when there ,s no cached, record,

eyist
//rhe track record could be supplied, with foltowing subscribe

cq,ps.
System. out. println (" Ctrl -.¡n-null" ) ;

return true'
ìI

if (reverse I: 0) {
System . out . println (" Reverse -not -0,,) ;

93
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boolean found - false ;

for (int i : 0; m.h !:
if (m.hIi] :: reverse

found - true;
break;

)

if(found) {
//Reuerse addr. has been ad,d,ed, to the group. since subscribe
// capsules haue been receiued,, the reue,se must e,ist some

// where in M. tr [] . Fi.nd it out and, upd,ate ¿t pos,it,ion .

// Assert tn. tr must not be null
if (m. tr !: null) {

System. out. print (" Ctrl--rn. tr,not-null" ) ;

//Assert tu must not be null
//For each recrod in setf.tu[]
for(int i :0; i < tu.length; i++) {

boolean jumpout : false ;

short proc : tuIi].proc;

null && i < m.h.length; i++)
){

for(int j :0; j <m.tr.lengrh; j++)
//Locate M. tr Ij ] with tractelD : self .tu[i, ]. tracklD
if(m. tr Ij ]. tracklD :: tu Ii ]. tracklD) {

94

if (m. tr Ij ]. proc Iproc ]. hosts :: null) {
// Just append reuerse if ,it ,s null
m. tr Ij ]. proc Iproc]. hosts : new int [1];-- t ^ J )

m.tr lj ].procIproc]. hosts[0] : reverse;
) else {

// Else Iook f or reaeT-se ,in proc Iproc ]int [] h-target : m. rr Ii ]. proc Iproc ].-hosts;for(int k:0; k < h_targer.lengthi t++)
if (h-target Ik] :: reverse ) {jumpout - true;

break;
Ì

i f (jLrmpout )
break;

//Not in proc [] , append to the tist
int t-len : h_target. length;
int [] nht : new inrIt_len + t];
System.arraycopy(h_target, 0, nht, 0, t_len) ;nhtIt-len]: r€v€rs€i
m. tr Ii ]. proc Iproc ]. hosts : nht;
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//Remoue reaerse from other proc [] ,s if exi,sts
//Risht now just deal with proc¡fUU_fnLNSMISSIONI
int indx : (proc -- 3) ? 0: 3;
int [] h-target : m.rr Ii ].procIindx]. hosrs;
if (h-target:: null)

break;
//Fi,nd reuerse
for(int k:0; k < h_target.length; k++)

if(h-target Ik] :: reverse) {int [] nht : new intIh_target.length - 1];
int t :0;
for(int s :0; s < h_target.length; s**)

if (s !: k)
nht It++] : h-target Is] ;

m. tr Ii ]. proc Iindx]. hosts : nhr;
break;

Ì
break;

// Build neu) s elf . tu , so that each tracklD has the mo.rimum
meaningfuL proc

tu : new TrackUpdate[m. tr . length ];
//For each record in M. tr []
for (int t : 0; t < m. tr . Iength ; t++) {tuIt] : new TrackUpdateQ;

tu It ]. tracklD : m. tr It ]. trackiD;
//F'ind monirnum procft, of which tubtr Ii J. proc Iproc#J i,not null ;
if (m. tr It ]. proc IFULL_TRANSNtrSSION] t: null)

tu It ] . proc : FULL_TRANSMISSION ;

else
tuIt].proc :0;

)
else
System. out. println ("NIIII-TR', ) ;

95

reverse : n. getAddressO ;

if (n. getAddress 0 !: target ) {
system. out. println ("Route-to-next" * NodeAddress. tostring (

target ) ) ;

return n. routeForNode(tnis , target);
Ì
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return true;
)catch(Exception e){

e. printStackTrace 0 ;

return false;
Ì

// ! Default contstructor
public ARTCtrlCapsule O {

tu : null ;

Ì

public void BuildTrackUpdate(short
i f (trackiDs :: null ) {

tu : null ;

return;
Ì
int
tu:
for (

tu
tu
tu

)

t -len : tracklDs . length
new TrackUpdate I t_len ]int i:0; i <t¡acklDs

i Ì.
: new' TrackUpdate 0
tracklD : t¡acklDs I

Proc: procsIi];

// ! Constructor

*\param target: target add,ress
x\param group: group address
*/

public ARTCtrlCapsute (int target , int group) {this. target : target;
this.group: group;
this.reverse :0:

tl tracklDs , short [] procs ) {

)
)

8.3

Iength ; i++) {

l;

package apps;

import ants . x;

ARTMcast Prot o col.j ava

public class ARTlVlcastProtocol extends Protocol {
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public ARTMcastProtocol0 throws Exception
startProtocoÌDefn 0 ;

startGroupDefn O ;

addCapsule (" apps . ARTMcastCapsule,' ) ;

addCapsule (" apps . ARTiVf castsubscribeCapsule,' )
addCapsuìe (" apps . ARTCtrlCapsule,' ) ;

addCapsule (" apps . ARTProcessor" ) ;

endGroupDefn 0 ;

endProtocolDefn 0 ;

Ì
Ì

8.4

package apps;

import ants . i.;
import ants . wrapper. x;

ARTMcastCapsule.java

/**
* ARTMcastCapsule

data packet.
x The forwardi,ng

at the
x actiue nodes it trauerses.
x It's a subclass of ARTCapsule.
x/

public class ARTNlcastCapsule extends ARTCapsule
{

97

is the wrapper and carrier capsule for the rned,i,a

rout'ine will set up forward,'ing records (CacheRecord)

protected byte
protected byte
protected byte

// ! Group address .

int group;
// ! Source address .

int target ;

// ! Source port .

short spt;
// ! Desti.nation port
short dpt;

mid (

pid (

cid (

return findMID (" uppr . ARTMcastCapsule',
return findPlD (" uppr. ARTMcastCapsule,'
return findGID (" apps . ARTNI castCapsule"

// !The un'ique ID of the traclc
public short tracklD;
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// ! Indi,cating if the d,ata has alread,y been processed,
public boolean processed;
// !The actual d,ata payload, .

ByteArray data;

// ! Get source port
public short getSrcPort 0 {
// !Get destinati,on port
public short getDstPort O {

// ! Read the data payload,
public ByteArray getDara 0 {return data;

// !Get the length of the d,ata
public int length 0 {int s : Xdr.INT + Xdr.INT *

XdT.BYTEARRAY(dara ) ;

return super.lengthO + r;
Ì

return spt;

return dpt;

//! Encode the object into Erternal
/*!
* A capsule has to be encod,ed,,into
*/

public Xdr encode O {
Xdr xdr : super. encode O ;

xdr.PUT(group) 
;

xdr .PUT(target ) ;

xdr.PUT(spt ) ;

xdr .PIJ-I(dpt ) ;

xdr .PUT(tracklD ) ;

xdr .PlJIf ( data ) ;

return xdr;
Ì

Ì

Ì

part of this capsule type

Xdr.SHOR| * XdT.SIIORT * Xdr.SI{ORT +
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//! Decoding the object from
/*!
* XDR has to be decoded so

understood.

public Xdr decode O {
Xdr xd¡ : super. decode ( ) ;

group : xdr.INTO ;

target : xdr.INT0;

Data Representation.

XDR before ¿t can be sent out

Erternal Data

that the data

Representati.on .

it carries can be actually
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spt : xdr.SHORTQ ;

dpt : xdr.SHORTQ ;

tracklD : xdr.SIIORTO ;

data : xdT.BYIEARRAYO ;

return xdr;

// ! The forwarding routine that wi,tL be erecuted, on 0.n act,iue nod,e
/*!
x\param n: The current node that the f orwarding routine ,is being

executed on.
x/

public boolean evaluate(Node n) {int h-len ;

TrackRecord new-tr - null;
CacheRecord m : (CacheRecord)n. getCache
if(m !: null) {

if (m.h:: null) {
n. deliverToApp (this , dpt ) ;

return true;
) else

System. err . println ("H*is -not_N[JLL,')
boolean found - false;
for(int i : 0; m.tr !: null && i ( m.

if (m. tr Ii ]. tracklD :: tracklD) {
new_tr : m. tr Ii ] ;

found - true;
break;

Ì
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if (!found) {
new_tr : new T¡ackRecotd0;
new-tr. t¡ackID : tracklD;
new-tr. processor : new ARTProcessor (n, src , group , target , dpt

);
new-tr. processor . tracklD : tracklD;
new Thread(new_tr. processor ) . start 0 ;

new-tr. proc : new HostAddresses [MAKIRANSFORM] ;for(int i :0; i <NIAXjIRANSFORM; i++)
new-t¡.proc Ii] : new HostAddresses0 ;if(m.h !: null) {
h_len : m.h.length;
int [] temp - new int Ih_len ];
System.arraycopy(m.h, 0, temp, 0, h_len) ;

new-tr . proc IFUIL-TR {NSMISSION ] . hosrs : temp;
System. out. println (" Set-to*Full_Transmission" ) ;

0 .g"t (group , target ) ;

;

tr.length; i++)
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Ì

//Append new-tr to M.tr
if (m. tr :: null) {

m. tr : new TrackRecord [1] ;

m. tr [0] : ne\¡/-tr;
] else {

int tr-len : m. tr.length;

TrackRecord [] ntr : new TrackRecord I tr_len + f ];System.arraycopy(m.tr, 0, ntr, 0, tr_ìen);
ntrItr-len] : new-tr;
m. tr : ntr;

//Route s elf to atl hosts in M. tr [.¿ ] . HostAd,d.resses []if(!processed) {
HostAddresses target : new-tr. proc IFIrLL-TRANSMISSIoN ] ;for(int i :0; i < target.hosts.length; i++)

n.routeForNode(this, target. hostsIi ]) ;

) else
new_tr. processor . receive (this) ;

)
return true;

// ! Default constructor
public ARTMcastCapsuleO {

processed : false;
Ì

// ! This contructor i,s used, to create
capsule.

/*!
* \param ga: group add,ress
x \param ta: target address (source
x \param sa: source port
* \param da: destinat'ion port
x \param track: track ID
* \param d: mult'icast data
*/

public ARTNlcastCapsule(int ga , int ta
short track , ByteArray d) {

group : ga;
target : ta;
spt : sa;

100

a read-for-transmitting data

address )

, short sâ , short da,
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dpt : da;
data: d;
tracklD : track;
processed : false;

// ! Reset src øddress
public void resetsrc (int source ) {src : source;

resources : 64-
Ì

8.5

package

import
import

ARTMcast S ubscrib e C apsule.j ava

apps;

ants.x;
ants . wrapper

/**
x ARTMcastsubsc,ibecapsule does mult'icast group subscri,ption forrece,iaers.
x Its f orwarding rout'ine (eaatuate o ) witt set up the f oward,,ing

records
* (CacheRecord) at the actiue nod,es it trauerses .* ARTMcastsub.sc,ibecapsure is d,eriaed, from ARTCapsure.
*/

public class ARTNlcastsubscribecapsuìe extends ARTCapsule
{

public class TrackUpdate{
public short tracklD;
public short proc ;

)

protected byte l] mid 0 { return
ARTNIcastSubscribeCapsule" ) ; Ìprotected byte[] pi¿O { rerurn
ARTlVlcastSubscribeCapsule" ) ; Ìprotected byte[] Sid0 { return
ARTlVIcasSubscribeCapsule" ) ; Ì

// ! Group address .

int group;
// ! Source address .

int t arget ;

findlVIID (" apps .

findPID (" uppr .

findGID("apps.
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//!fhe address of the downstream node from where this subscribe
capsule 'is arriued.

int reverse;

//lMooimum number of tracÌt
int max-track;

// ! Track update arraA
TrackUpdate [] tu ;

// ! Length of the data part
public int length 0 {

int alen ;

i f (tu :: null )
alen : 0;

else
alen : tu. Iength ;

return super.length 0 + X¿r.INT + Xdr.INT *
Xdr.INT * Xdr.INT + alen * 2 * XdT.SIIORT;

//! Encode the object into External
/*!
* A capsule has to be encoded into
x/

public Xdr encode 0 {
Xdr xdr : super. encode 0 ;

of the capsule

xdr .PUT( t arget ) ;

xdr .PUT(group ) ;

xdr.PUT(reverse ) ;

if (tu:: null)
xdr.PUI(0) ;

else {
xdr .PIJ-| (tu . length ) ;

for(int i :0; i < tu.length; i++)
xdr.PUT(tu I i ] . tracklD) ;

xdr.PUT(tuIl].proc);
)

Data Representat'ion.

XDR before it can be sent out

Ì

// !
/*!

return xdr;

Decod'ing the

XDR has to be

object from External Data

decoded so that the data

Representat'ion.

it carries can be actuallE
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understood.

public Xdr decode 0 {
Xdr xdr : super. decode 0

target : xdr.INT0 ;

grouP : xdr.INT0;
reverse : xdr.INT0;

int len : xdr .INT ( ) ;

if(len > 0) {
tu : new TrackUpdate Ilen ] ;

for (

tu
tu
tu

Ì

nti:0; i<len; i++) ii] : r"* TrackUpdateQ;
i ]. tracklD : xdr.SI{ORT0 ;i].proc: xdr.SHORTQ;

return xdr;

// !fhe f orwardi.ng routine f or the subscribe capsule
/*!
*\param n: The actiue node this capsure is currently being runn,ing

on.
*/

public boolean evaÌuate (Node n) {
try {
CacheRecord m : (CacheRecord)n. getCache0 . get(group, target) ;

if (m:: null) {
// ".log ("no inf o at node "+ Nod,eAd,d,ress. tostring (n. getAdd,ress o

));
System . out . println ("N4-N[ILL,, ) ;

m: new CacheRecordO;
m.h: null;
n.getCacheO.put(group, target , m, 20) ;

) else {
// ".log (" f ound someth,ing at node ,'+ Nod,eAd,dress . toStri.ng (n.

setAddress O )) ;
Ì

103

if(reverse r- 0) {
System. err. printIn ("REVERSE*NOI-NIJLL" );
boolean found : false ;
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for (int i : 0; m.h !: null && i < m.h.length; i++)
if (m.hIi] :: reverse) {

found : true;
break;

Ì

if (!found) {
int h-len;
if (m.h:: null)

h-len : 0;
else

h_len : m.h. length ;

int [] nh : new intIh_len + 1];
if(m.h !: null)

System.arraycopy(m.h, 0, nh, 0, h_ten);
nh Ih-len ] : rerrerse ;

m.h: nh;

if (m. tr !: null) {
if (tu:: nutl) {

//Append self . reuerse to M. tr Ii J. proc IFULL_TRANSMISSION].
ho sts

System. out. println ("NIIII-TU" ) ;for(int i : 0; i < m. tr.length; i++) {int [] target : m. rr Ii ]. proc IFiILL_TRANSMISSION]. hosrs;
if (target :: null ) {

target : new int [1];
target t0] : reverse;

) else {
int t_len : target. length;
int [] nht : new intIt_len + t];
System.arraycopy(target, 0, nht, 0, t_len);
nhtIt-len]: reverse;

)
. m. tr Ii ]. proc IFULL-TRANSMISSION]. hosrs : targer;
)

) else {
// For each recro d in s etf . tu [ ]for(int i :0; i < tu.length; i++) {for(int j :0; j (m.tr.length; j++)

//Locate M. tr Ij ] with tracklD : setf . tu Ii J. tracklD
if(m. tr lj ]. tracklD :: tu Ii ]. rrackiD) {

//Append self .reuerse to M.trIj].procIsetf .tuIi.].
proc l

int [] targer : m. r¡ [¡ ]. proc Itu Ii ]. proc l. hosrs;
System. out. println (tu Ii ]. tracklD + "_', -| tu Ii ]. proc)

t04
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;

if (target:: null) {
target:new int[1];
target [0] : reverse;

I else {
int t-len : target. length
int [] nht : new int It_len
System . arraycopy ( target ,

nhtIt-len]: reverse;
Ì
m. tr Ii ]. proc IFIIIL-TRANSMISSION]. hosrs : rarget;

//Bui,ld neu self .tu, so that each tracklD has the mac,imum
meani,ngful proc

tu : new TrackUpdate [m. tr . Iength ] ;

//For each record, i.n M.tr []for(int t : 0; t < m. tr.length; t++) {tuIt] : new TrackUpdate0;
tu I t ] . tracklD : m. tr I t ] . tracklD ;

//Find moøimum procrt, of whi.ch lubtr Ii ]. proc Iproc#] i, not
null;

i f (m. tr It ] . proc IFULL_TRANSMiSSION] ! : nuil )
tu It ] . proc : FIILL_TRANSMISSION ;

else
tult].proc :0;

;

+
0,

Ì
) else

System. out. println ("Nf_III-TR" ) ;

Ì
) else

System . err . println ("R-EVERSE-NIILL', ) ;

reverse : n. getAddress O ;

System. err . println ("REVERSE-SET', ) ;if (n.timeO -* timesramp < 1000)
return true;

else
m. timestamp : n. time O ;

i f ( n. getAddress 0 !: target ) {
// ". log (" onward to ,,+ Nod,eAd,d,ress .

return n.routeForNode(this, target)
Ì
return true;

1l;
nht, 0, t_len);
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toString(target));
;
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)catch(Exception e){
e. printStackTrace 0 ;

return false;
I
)

// ! Default constructor
public ARTMcastSubsc¡ibeCapsule0 {

tu : null ;

Ì

// !Re-build the traclc update array to be f orwarded upstream .

x Once the subscribe capsule has set up the tracle records by
integrat'ing

x the quality requ'irements it carries with the'inforrnation'in the
node 's

* current track records , the track update array has to be updated
to reflect

* the change and then propagated, upstream.
x/

public void BuildTrackUpdate(short [] tracklDs, short [] procs) {
i f ( trackiDs :: null ) {

tu : null ;

return;
Ì
int t-len : tracklDs.length
tu : new TrackUpdatelt-len]
for(int i : 0; i < tracklDs

tuli
tuli
tuli

: new TrackUpdate o

// ! Thi,s contructor is used to create a read-for-transmi,tting
subscribe capsule.

/*!
x \param target: target address (source address)
* \pararn group : group address
x/

public ARTMcastSubscribeCapsule (int target , int group) {
this. target : target ;

this.group: group;
this. reverse : 0;

)

tracklD: tracklDsIi]
proc: procsli];

)

;

. length ; i++)
;
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8.6 ARTProcessor.java

package apps;

import java. net . x;

import javax. media. x;
import javax. media. rtp . * ;

import javax. media. rtp. event . x;
import javax.media. rtp. rtcp .x;
import javax. media. protocol . *;
import javax. media. control . x;
import com. sun . media . rtp . x ;

import ants . x;

/**
* ARTProcessor is the ob j ect that does the transf ormation .

x It is injected i,nto the act,iue network, nod,es by the send,er
x using the processor fi,eld of TrackRecord. ART uses
* its own ANTSHandlerEr class to bri,dge the RTp sesss,ion and, ANTS
x networlc, because there's no way to 'inject ANTSHand,ler ,into the

netw orlc
x along with ARTPr-ocessor, since ANTSHandreyis not a capsule tupe.
x/

public class ARTProcessor
implements ReceiveStreamListener, SessionListener,
ControllerListener, Runnable

{
// ! Session manager f or receiu'ing from the send,er.
RTPSessionMgr mgr : null;
// !RTP soclcet f or receiaing from the send,er.
RTPSocket rtpsock : null i

// ! ANf SHandler handles the RTP s es sion between the pro ces s or and, the
s ender .

ANTSHandlerEx rtp : null;
// !ANTSHandler handles the RTCP session between the pr-ocessor and.

the sender .

ANTSHandlerEx rtcp : null;
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//!Session rnanager for forwardi,ng to the sender.
RTPSessionNilgr smgr : null;
//!RfP socket for forwarding to the sender.
RTPSocket srtpsock : null;
// !ANTSHandIer handles the RTP session between the processor and,

rece'iuer.
ANTSHandlerEx srtp : null;
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// !ANrsUandler handles the RTCp session between the processor and,
rece,iuer.

ANTSHandÌerEx srtcp : null;

// !The node that the processoris running on.
Node server : null;

private DataSource dataOutput : null;

// ! Source address .

int source;
// ! Group address .

int group;
// ! Target address .

int target;
// ! Port number.
short port;
//!fhe ID of the track this processor is processing
public short tracklD;

boolean sessionStarted : false;
boolean dataReceived : false ;

Object dataSync : new Object0;

protected byte [] mid
protected byte [] pid
protected byte [] gid

/**
x The i'nli,ne ue,is'ion of ANTSHand,ler. The processor capsule reli,es

on the
x functional'itg of ANTSHand,ler to bri,d,ge RTp and, act,iue network.

Since the,

108

x orignial ANTSHandleris
in j ected into

* the network along with
ANTSHandlerEx does

o
o
0

return findMID (" uppr . ARTprocessor,,
return findPID (" upp.. ARTprocessor,,
return findGID (" uppr. ARTprocessor,'

x exactly what the ANTSHandIer does
*/

public class ANTSHandlerEx imprements pushsourcestream,
OutputDataStream {

SourceTransferHandler outputHandler : null i
Node node;

ARTNIcastCapsule cap;
ARTlVIcastCapsule tcap ;

int mysrc;

not a capsule tApe , it can not be

the processor capsule. This inl,ine

;Ì
;)
;)
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int mygroup;
int mytarget;
short myport;
boolean readonly;

boolean IsSender.

// ! Constructor
/*!
x\param n: the current actiue node
*\paranr, src: the source ad,d,ress
x\param group: the group ad,d,ress
x\param target: the target ad,d,ress
*\param hport: the port number
x\param ro: readontg flag
x/

public ANTSHandlerEx(Node n, int src , int group, int target ,short hport, boolean ro){
node : n;
mysrc : SrC ;

mygroup : group;
mytarget : target;
myport : hport ;

readonly - ro;
if(!readonly)

tcap : new ARTNfcastCapsule0 ;

Ì

public void receiveCapsule (ARTMcastCapsule cap) {this. cap : ç¿p '
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tcap . prime ("up ) ;

tcap . tracklD - cap. tracklD;
if(outputHandler l: null)

outputHandler . transferData( tnis ) ;

public Object[] getConrrots0 {return new Object [0];
Ì

public Object getControl ( String controlName )return null;
I
J

public ContentDescriptor getContentDescriptor 0{return null;
i
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public long getContentlenCth 0 {return S o urce S t ream .Lt\trIfLul\KNOWN;
)

public boolean endOfStrea- 0 {return false;
Ì

//Read from ANTS
public int read (byte buffer [] ,int offset ,

int length ) {
i f (cap :: null )

System . err . println (,'READ_N[ILL-CAp,' ) ;
cap. getDatu 0 .getBytes (0 , buffer , ofiset , tength ) ;//"oP : null;
return length;

public int getMinimumTransferSize 0 {
- return cap. getDatu 0 .ìength O ;

Ì

synchronized public void setTransferHandler ( SourceTransfergandle¡
transferHandler ) {

this.outputHandler : transferHandler 
;

- System . err . println (" outputHandler -set ! ,' ) ;t
J

1i0

public int write (byte [] buffer ,int offset , int length ) {if (!readonly) {
ARTMcastCapsule rc : new ARTNlcastCapsule(mygroup, mytarget

myport , myport , tracklD , new ByteArray (buffer -, offset Ilength ) ) ;

rc.resetSrc(source);
rc.processed: true;
node. send ( rc ) ;

Ì
return Ìength;

// ! Constructor
/**
*\param node: the current nocl,e
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*\param src: source øddress
*\param grp: group address
*\param trgt: target add.ress
*\param pt: port number
*/

public ARTP¡ocessor(Node node, int src, int grp, int trgt, short pt)
{

server - node;
SOUICC - SIC;
group : grp;
target : trgt;
Port : Pt;

Ì

// ! Initial,ize and

protected boolean
try {

InetAddress ipAddr;
SendStream sendStream;
SessionAddress localAddr
SessionAddress destAddr;

rtpsock : new RTPSocket 0
//ANTSHandlerEr does not

get the JMF processor object ready for processing

initialize O {

routes capsules
// usi,ng the inf ormation prouid,ed,
rtp - new ANTSHandlerEx(server 

,

false ) ;

// rtcp 'is just a
coaered by

//the pï-ocess

1i1

rtcp : new ANTSHandlerEx(server, source, group, target, port
true);

: new SessionAddress 0 ;

rtpsock . setlnputStream (.tp ) ;

rtpsock . setOutputStream ( rtp) ;

RTPPushDataSource rtcpsource 
;

rtcpsource : rtpsock.getControlChannelO 
;

rtcpsource . setOutputStream ( rtcp ) ;

rtcpsource . setlnputStream ( rtcp ) ;

,

use the

dumb stub without any use

group and target address. It

by them.
source , group, target , port ,

rtpsock.connectO;
mgr : new RTPSessionMgr (rtpsock ) ;

mgr. addSessionListener ( this ) ;

mgr. addReceiveStreamlistener ( this )

RTCP capsules dn not
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ipAddr : InetAddress .getByName(" 127.0.0.1,' ) ;
destAddr : new SessionAddress(ipAddr, port,

ipAddr, port + 1);
mgr. initSession(localAddr, getSDES(mgr) , .05, .25);

// You can trA out some other buffer size to see
// i,f you can get better smoothness.
Buffe¡control br : (Buffercontrol )mgr. getcontrol (" javax . meclia.

control . BufferControl " ) ;

if (bc l: null)
bc. setBufferLength (350) ;

mgr. startSession(destAddr, 1, null) ;

sessionStarted : tru€ i

_ System. err . println (" Session,Started" ) ;

) catch ( Exception e) { system. err. println (',EXCEFIITON.HERE') ;}
return true;

private String createTransmitter 0 {try {
InetAddress ipAddr;
SendStream sendStream;
SessionAddress localAddr : new SessionAddress0 ;
SessionAddress destAddr;

System. err. printIn ("CREATING*TRANSN4ITER!i.***x" ) ;

// Cheated. Should haue check,ed, the type.
PushBufferDatasource pbds : ( pushBufferDatasource 

) dataoutput ;PushBufferStream pbss [] : pbds. getstreams O ;

srngr : new com. sun . media . rtp . RTpSessionMgr 0 ;srtpsock : new RTPSocket 0 ;

srtp : new ANTSHandlerEx(server, source, group, target, port,
false ) ;

//rtcp is just a dumb stub without ana use. RTC? capsures in not
couered bg

//the process
srtcp : new ANTSHandlerEx(server, source, group, target, port,

true);
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srtpsock . setlnputStream ( srtp) ;

srtpsock . setOutputStream ( srtp ) ;

RTPPushDataSource rtcpsonrce ;

rtcpsource : srtpsock. getControlChannel0 
;

rtcpsource . setOutpr,rtStream (srtcp ) ;
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rtcpsource . setlnputStream ( srtcp ) ;

System. out. println (,,Creating_Rlp_session_" + pbss.length ) ;

srtpsock.connect0;
smgr : new RTPSessionNfgr( srtpsock) ;

System. out. println ("HlP-session_Initialized" ) ;ipAddr : InetAddress . getByName( " l2T .0.0. 1 
,, 

) ;'destAdd¡ : new SessionAddress(ipAddr , port ,ipAddr, port + 1);
smgr. initSession (localAddr , getSDES(mgr) , .0b , .25) ;

smgr. startSession(destAddr, 1, null) ;

sendStream : srìgr. createSendStream(dataOutput, 0) ;sendStream. start O ;

- System . err . println (" Send_stream_started" ) ;

) catch (Exception e) {}

return null;

String cname : null
private SourceDescr

SourceDescription
if (cname :: null

cname : mgr. generateCNAME 0 ;

desclist [0] : new SourceDescription(SourceDescription.
SOURCE_DESC}IAME,

System. getProperty(" user .name" ) ,
1,
false ) ;

desclist [1] : ru* SourceDescription(SourceDescription.
SOURCE_DESC-Ci\A]VIE,

cname,
1,
false ) ;

desclist [2] : new sourceDescription(sourceDescription.
SOIIRCE-DESC]OOL,

"All'IS- Re c ei vepowered _by _JMF,',
1,
false ) ;

return desclist;

113

iption [] getSDES (SessionlVlanager mgr)
l] desclist : new SourceDescription

{
lsl;
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public boolean isDone 0 {return false;
Ì

/**
x Sessi,onListener.
*/

public synchronized -void update (SessionEvent evt ) {
i f ( evt instanceof NewparticipantEvent ) tParticipant p : ((NewparticipantEvent)àvt). getparticipant0 

;System . err . println (" ---*A-new*participant,had* just _joined ì,'l + p
.getCNAMEO );

Ì

/**
* ReceiueStreamLi;stener
*/

public synchronized void update( ReceivestreamEvent evt) {System. err. println (" x*xxxx*_IJpdate,') 
;

SessioniVf anager ûtgr : (SessionManager )evt . getSource 0 ;Participant participant : evt . getparticipant o ; //"coutd, be nuil
Receivestream stream : evt.getReceivestream(i; 'i/ 

could be null
if (evt instanceof RemotepayloadChangeEvent) {System . err . println (" ---,Received-an-Rrp*payìoadchangeEvent . ,, ) ;System . err . println (,' Sorry, _ cannot _handle _páyload -chJnge .,, ) ;System. exit (0) ;

) else i f ( evt instanceof NewReceiveStreamEvent ) {try {
stream : ((NewReceiveStreamEvent)evt) . getReceiveStream0 

;DataSource ds : stream. getDataSource O ;

// Fi,nd out the f ormats .

RTPControl ctl : (RTpcontrol)ds. getcontrol (" javax. media. rtp.
RTPControl" ) ;

if (ctl r: null){
System . err . println (" ----Recevied_new_RTF_stream: _" + ctl .

getFormat O ) ;

) else
System. err. println ("---*Recevied_new_Hfp_stream" ) ;

174

i f ( participant :: null )
system . err . println (" ----The-sencrer-of -this -stream-hacr-yet *to

-be,identifiud.");
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else {
System. err . println (" --,-The_stream_comes,from: _,, +participant . getCNAME( ) ) ;

// create a player by passing d,atasource to the Med.i.a Manager
P¡ocessor p : javax.media.Manager. c¡eateprocessor(dr) 

;if (p :: null) {
System. err . println (" Processo¡-N[III" ) ;return;

) else
System. err . println (" Processor _Created" ) ;

p. addControllerListener (this ) ;

p. configure 0 ;

) catch (Exception e) {
system . err . println (" NewReceivestreamEvent -exception -,, + e

getlVlessage 0 ) ;

return;
Ì

else if (evt instanceof StreamNlappedEvent) {if (stream !: null && stream. getDataSo"r.á 1) l: null) {DataSource ds : stream. getDataSource O ;

// Find, out the f ormats .

RTPControÌ ctt .: (RTpcontror) ds. getcontror (" javax. media. rtp .

RTPControl" ) ;

system . err . print ln ( " ----The* previousìy - unidentifi ed,stream_,,
if (ctl !: null)

System. err. printl. (', __,_,' * ctl . getF.ormatO ) ;
system . err . println (" -,--had-now*been*i dentiiied -as -sent _by, _

+ participant .getCNAlVIE( ) ) ;

Ì
else if (evt instanceof ByeEvent) {
System. err. println ("-,--Got_\" bye\"-from:,', * participant .

getCNAMEO ) ;

//Supposed to close the playerwi;ndow

115

)
Ì

/**
setti'ng the encoding quati,ty to the specifi.ed uarue on the

encoder.
0.5 'is a good de.f ault .*

x/

);
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void setQuality (Player p, float vat ) {Control cs [] : p. getControls 0 ;

QualityControl qc : null;

for (int i :0; i < cs.length; i++) {if (cs Ii ] instanceof eualityControl &&
csIi] instanceof Owned) {Object owner : ((Owned)cs Ii ]) .gerOwner0 

;

// Check to see iÍ the owneris a Cod,ec.
// Then checlc f or the output format.if (owner instanceof Codec) {qc : (QuatiryControl) cs Ii ]iqc. setQuality (val ) ;

System. err . println ("-_Setting _quality -to_,, +val *,,_on_,,* qc);
break;

Ì

)

// ! Callback function
/*!
*\param ce: The euent to

detai, ls
t'/

public void
System. err
System. err

Processor

1i6

controllerUpdate ( ControllerEvent ce ) {
. printÌn (" Controller_IIpDATE,) 

;

. println (ce . toSrring O ) ;

p : (Processor)ce. getsourceController 0 ;

to handle the state change of JfuIF processor

if (p :: null) {
System. err. println (" processor,NÌIII', 

) ;return;
Ì

if (ce instanceof ConfigureCompleteEvent) {System. out. println (" processor _CONFIGURÉD; ) ;TrackControl Ij tracks : p. getTrackControis i)if(tracks:: null ll tracks.length < 1) {System . e r r . p r i n t I n ( "CAN'T*FIND_ANY_TÁ¡òX,, )return;
Ì

be handled. See JMF d,ocumentation f or more
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ContentDescriptor cd : new ContentDescriptor (
RAWÀ|P) ;

p. setContentDescriptor ( cd) ;

p. realíze O;
else ìf (ce instanceof RealizeCompleteEvent) {System. out. println (" Processor_R_EA_LIZED,'¡ 

;setQuality (p, ( float ) .Z) ;

dataOutput : p. getDataOutput 0 ;String result : createTransmitter 0 ;if ( result l: null) {
p. cÌose 0;
System. err . println ( result) 

;

start 0;

Ì

p

Ì

i f ( ce instanceof ControlÌerErrorEvent ) {
- system. err. println("processor*internar-".ro.;-,, * ce) iÌ

II

// ! Receiue capsule.
/*!
x\param cap: The capsule to be f itted with rece,iued, d,atax/

public void receive (Capsule cap) {if (! (cap instanceof ARTMcastóaisute))
return;

ARTlVicastCapsule mcap : (ARTlVIcastCapsule) cap ;if (sessionStartecl )
rtp . receiveCapsule (mcap) ;

Ì
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ContentDescriptor.

// ! Start ARTProcessor
public void run 0 {if (! initiatize O ) {

System. err. printrn (" Failed-to-initiarize -the-sessions .,, ) ;System. exit (-t);
Ì

// Check to see if AVReceiae is d,one
t.y {

while (! isDone 0 )
Thread. sleep (1000) ;
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) catch ( Exception

System. err. println

j // end of ARTprocessor

8.7 ANTSRTCPHandler.java

package apps;

e) {}

import javax. media. rtp . x ;import javax.media.x;
import javax. media. protocol
import java. io . x;
import java.net.x;
import com. sun . media . ui . x ;

import ants . x;
import utils.*;

(" Exiting -ARTProcessing,' ) ;

public class ANTSRTCpHandler implements
OutputDataStream {

SourceTransferHandler outputHandler :
Application application;
ARTiVIcastCapsule cap ;

int mygroup;
int mytarget;
short myport;

boolean IsSender;
short tracklD;

,,
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// track 'indi'cates the track f at send.er . For receiaer traclc - - 1,as it
// should be got from the send,er
public ANTSRTCPHandTeT(Application app, int group , int target ,short hport , short track ) {application : app;

mygroup : group;
mytarget : target;
myport : hport ;

P ushS ourceS tream

null;

if(track < 0) {
IsSender : false;
System. out. println (" Receiver_Here" )
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) else {
IsSender - true;
tracklD : track .

System. out. priniln

public void receiveCapsule (ARTMcastCapsule cap )this . cap : cap '
if(outputHandler !: null)

outputHandler . t¡ansferData (this ) ;

Ì

public Object [] getConrrols 0 {return new Object [0];
)

(" Sender-Here" ) ;

public Object getControl(String controÌName)
return null;

l
public ContentDescriptor getContentDescriptor 0 {return null;
Ì

public long getContentlengrh 0 {return S ourceS t re am .LÐ\GfFLIJI\KNOWN;
Ì

public boolean endOfstrea- ( ) {return false;
i
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//Read from ANTS
public int read (byte buffe. [] ,

int offset ,

int ìength ){
cap. getData 0 getBytes (0 , buffer , offset , length
System. arraAcopy ( cap . getData ( ),

0,
buffer ,

offs et ,

cap. setData O . lensth ( ) ) ;
System. out. println (" Read*****{<*****x ', ) ;*/return Iength;

/x
);
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public int getlVlinimumTransferSize 0 {return cap. getDatu 0 .length O ;

)

public
){

t his
Ì

void setTransferHandler ( sourceTransferHandler transferHancller

outputHandler : transferHandler ;

//Write data to ANTS
public int write (byte [] buffer ,

int offset , int length ){
/*ARTMcastcapsule rc : neu ARTMcastcapsure (mygroup, mytarget,

myport, myport, trackID, neu) ByteArray(buffer, offset, tength))
ap p li. c at,i o n . send ( rc ) ; * /
return length;

Ì

8.8 ANTSHandler.java

package apps;

import javax. media. rtp . *;
import javax. media. x;
import javax. media. protocol
import java. io . x;
import java. net . x;
import com. sun . media . ui . x ;

import ants .

import utils

t20

/**
* ANTSHandler handles the encapsurati,on/d,e-encapsulat,ion and, the

tr an smis s'ion
* of RTP packet in ANTS network.
*t, /

public class ANTSHandler implements PushSourceStream, OutputDataStream
{

SourceTransferHandler outputHandler - null;
// !The owner appticati.on
Application application;
//!The actiue multi.cast capsule to be sent or receiaed,
ARTN4castCapsule cap;
// !The rnulticast group acJd,ress

*;
'l
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int mygroup;
// !fhe source ad,d,ress
int mytarget;
// !Port number
short myport;

// !Marki,ng the send,er or receiuer. .
boolean IsSender.
// !The ID of tie' tract whose d,ata ,is toshort tracklD;

// ! Constructor of ANTSHand,ter
/*!

ANTSHandIer is created wi,th both the
addresses and
ports, so that those ,informati.on

actual sending
and rece'iu'ing.

\param app: the appcliati.on
\param group: the address of the actiue multicast group
\param targ et : the source a'd,d,ress
\param hport: the source port
\param traclc: the tracrc number at the sender. Thi,s parameteris - 1 when ANTSHandler is created, at rece,iuer,r/

public ANTSHandler(Application app, int group, int target ,short hport , short track ) {application : app;
mygroup : group;
mytarget : target;
myport : hport ;

if(track < 0) {
IsSender : false;

_ System . out . printÌn (,,Receiver _Here,') ;

) else {
IsSender : true;
tracklD : track;

. System. out. println (" Sender_Here,') 
;

Ì

be handled

727

source and destination

'is not needed when d,oi,ng

// !Recei.ue a
/*!
x\param cap

public void

rnuLt'icast Capsule

: The user capsure to be fitted. with the rece,iued, d.ata

receiveCapsule (ARTMcastCapsule cap) {
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this. cap : cap;
i f ( outputHandler !: null )

outputHandler . transferData (this ) ;

// Not applicable
public Object [] getControts 0 {return new Object [0];
Ì

// ! Not appticable
public Object getControl ( String controlName) {return null;
Ì

// ! Not applicable
public ContentDescriptor getContentDescriptor 0{return null ;
I
I

// ! Not appli.cable
public long getContenrlenCrh 0 {

ret urn S ourc eS t re am .LÛ\trGTILIJi\KNO\Ãô{;

Ì

// ! Not applicable
public boolean endOfStream 0 {return false;
Ì

// !Read data from ANTS network

\param buff er : The user bu.ff er to receiue d,ata;
\param offset: The offset 'of 

the user buffer start from wherethe r e c e,iu e d, data are writt en ;
\param Iength: length of the buffer

*/
public int read (byte buffer [] ,

int offset ,

int length ){
cap. getData 0 .getBytes (0 , buffer , offset , length ) ;return length;
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// !Get the min'imu¡n transf er size
/*!
x The m,inimum transfer s¿ze is the si,ze of the data part of the
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mult'icast capsule
x/

public int getNlinimumTransfersize ( ) {
- return cap. getDatu 0 .length 0 ;

Ì

public void setTransferHandler (SourceTransferHandler transferHandler
){

this.outputHandler : transferHandler ;

)

// !Write data into ANTS network
/x!

\param buffer: user data buffer to be sent
\pararn offset: the startins offset in the buffer
\param length: number of b'ytes to be sent*/

public int write (byte [] buffer ,

int offset , int length ) {
ARTMcastCapsule rc : new ARTlVlcastCapsule(mygroup, mytarget,

myport, myport, tracklD, new ByteArray(buffer, offset, Iength) ) ;application . send (.. ) ;

return length;
Ì

I
t

8.9

package apps;

ANTSTþansmit.java

import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

import
import
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java. awt. *;
java. io . x;
java. net . x;
java. net. InetAddress
javax.media.*;
javax. media. protocol
j avax . media . fo¡mat . x
javax. media. controÌ.
javax. media. control .

javax. media. rtp . x;
javax. media. rtp. rtcp
com.sun.media.rtp.x;

ants . *;
utils.*;

;

TrackControl;
QualityControl;
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/**
* ANTSTransmit ,is the sender apptication.
*/

public class ANTSTransmit extends Application

// Input Med'iaLocator
// Can be a file or http o7- capture solrrce
private String MediaSource;
private Nledialocator locator ;private String ipAddress;
private int group;
private int t arget ;

private short portBase;

private Processor processor : null
private SessionManager rtpMgrs [] ;

// My codes here
private RTPSocket rtpsocks []private ANTSHandler rtp [];private ANTSHandler rtcp [];
private DataSource dataOutput : null;
private int maxsize : 2000;

/**
*
t<

*/

Starts the transm,ission
Otherwise it returns a

f ailed.

724

public synchronized String go 0 {String result;

// Create a processor for the specified med,ia locator
// and pr-ograrn it to output J7EG/RT?

result : createProcessor0 ;

if (resuÌt !: null)
return result;

// Create an RTP session to transmit the output of the
// processor to the specif i,ed, Ip ad,d,ress and, port no.

result : createTransmitter0 
;

if ( result !: null) {
processor. close 0;
processor : null;
return result;

. Returns null'if transmissi,on started,
stri,ng wi,th the reo,son why the setup

olc
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I
J

// Start the transm'iss,ion
processor. start 0;

return null ;

Ì

/**
* Stops the transmission
*/

public void stop 0 t
synchronized ( this )if (processor !:

processor.stop0;
processor. close 0
processor : null i

for (int i :0; i < rtpMgrs.length; i++)
. rtpMgrs Ii ] . closeSession (" Session_ended,') ;
ì.
I

if already started

i
null) {

;

private String createProcessorO {if (locator :: null)
return "Locator_is _null,' ;

DataSource ds;
DataSource clone;
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try {
ds : javax. media.lVlanager. createDataSource (locator ) ;

) catch ( Exception e) {
return " Couldn' t-create_DataSource" 

;

i

// Try to create a processor to handle theinput
try {

processor : javax.media. lVlanager. createprocesso¡
) catch (NoProcessorException npe) {return t'Couldn' t-create-processor', 

;

) catch (IOException ioe) {return "IOException_c¡eating_processor" 
;

Ì

// Wait for it
boolean result

to configure
: waitForState(processor , processor . Configured ) ;

med'ia lo cator

(d') ;
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if (result:: false)
return " Couldn' t-configure_processor" 

;

// Get the tracks from the processor
TrackControl I] tracks : processor. getTrackControls0 

;

//
if

Do we haue atleast one track?
( tracks :: null I I tracks. Iength < 1)

return " Couldn' t-find_tracks,in_processor" 
;

// Set the output content d,escriptor to RAWÅ.W
// This wi.tt ti,mit the supported. formats reported, from
// Track. getsupportedFormats to only uatid RTp ¡ormats .

contentDescriptor cd : new contentDescriptor ( contentDescriptor
RAWßTP) ;

processor . setContentDescriptor(cd) 
;

Format supported [];
Format chosen ;

boolean atleastOneTrack : false;

// Program the tracks .

for (int i :0; i < tracks.length; i++) {Format format : tracks Ii ]. getFormatO ; 
-

if (tracks Ii]. isEnabted0) {
supported : tracks Ii ]. getsupportedFormats0

// We'ae set the output content to the RAW_RTp.
// So aIl the supported. formats should, work uith RTp.
// We'll just pick the f i.rst one.
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if (supported.length > 0) {
. .if_ (supported [0] instanceof VideoFormat) {

// For uideo formats, we should d.ouble ch'ecic the
// sizes since not alI formats worle i,n alt sizes -

chosen : checktr.orVideoSizes(tracks Ii ]. getFormat0,
supported l0l) ;

) else
chosen : supported [0];

tracks I i ] . setFormat(chosen) ;

System. err. println (,,Track,,, + i + "_is_set_to_transmit_as :,,)
;

System . err . println (" __" f chosen ) ;

atleastOneTrack : trü€ i

) else
tracks I i ] . setEnabled (false ) ;

else
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Ì

if

t¡acks I i ] . setEnabled (false ) ;

( ! atleastOneTrack )
return " couldn' t - set -any- of -the - tr acks -to -a- valid -Hfp-format " ;

// Realize the p7-ocessoT-. This
// graph and attempt to create
// audio frames .

result : waitForState(processor
if (result:: false)

return " Couldn' t-reaìize -processor

// Set the JPEG quality to .5.
setJPEGQuality(processor, ( ftoat).S) ;

// Get the output d,ata
dataOutpuf: processor

return null;

wi,ll internally create a ftow
an output datasource for JPEG/RT?

/**
x use the sessionManager API to create sessions for each med,ia* tracle of the processor.
*/

private String createTransmitter 0 {
// Cheated . Should haue checked, the type.

PushBuffe¡Datasource pbds : (pushBufferDatasource)dataoutput 
;PushBufferStream pbss [] : pbds. getStreams O ;

, Con

so'urce of the processor
getDataOutput 0 ;

broller. Realized ) ;

;

127

rtpMgrs : neril' SessionNf anager Ipbss . length ] ;

rtpsocks : new RTPSocket I pbss . length ] ;

rtp : new ANTSHandler Ipbss . length ]rtcp : new ANTSHandler Ipbss.length ];

SessionAddress IocalAddr, destAcldr
InetAddress ipAddr;
SendStream sendStream;
short port ;

SourceDescription srcDesList l] ;

System. out. println (" Creating-H[p*session_" * pbss.length ) ;for (short i : 0; i < pbss.length; i++) itry {
rtpsocksIi] : new RTPSocketO;
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// rtpso cks I i J . setContentType(,, rtpraw', ) ;

port - (short)(portBase i 2 * i);
rtpIi] : r"* ANTSHandler(this, group, target, port
rtcp Ii ] : r.* ANTSHandler (this , group , target ,

( short )
rtpsocks I i ]. serlnpurSr¡eam (rtp I i ]) ;

rtpsocks I i ]. setOutpursrream 1.tp I i ]; ;

RTPPushDataSource rtcpsource ;

rtcpsource : rtpsocks Ii ]. getControÌChannel0 
;rtcpsource . setOutputStream (rtcp I i ]) ;

rtcpsource. setlnputStream (rtcp I i ] ) ;

rtpsocks Ii ]. connect O ;

port * 1), i);

rtpMgrs Ii ] : new RTpSessionlVlgr (rtpsocks Ii ]) ;
Sys tem . o u t . p r i n t l n ( " Rlp- S e s s i o n _ I n i t i a t i z e á ,; 

) ;srcDesList : new SourceDescription [] {new SourceDescription (
S our c eD es c r i pt i o n . SOIIRCEIESC_EMAIL,
" zhoux@cs. umanitoba . câ" ,
1,
false ) ,

nev/ SourceDescription( SourceDescrì
rtpMgrs I i ] . generareCNANIE0,
1,
false ) ,
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new s ourceDescription ( sourceDescription . so{rRCE_DESClrooL,
"JMF,HIP-Player -v2 .0 " ,

1,
false ) ,

, i);

);

localAddr : new SessionAddress 0 ;

ipAddr : InetAddress .getByName(ipAddress) 
;

// destAddr here doesn 't rnatter , ' cl.Lz u)e ,ue used, the
ANTSHandlerinstead .

destAddr : new SessionAddress (ipAddr , port ,ipAddr, port + 1);

rtpMgrs I i ]

rtpiVf grs Ii ]
sendStream
sendStream

p t i o n . SOURCE_DESC_CI\AME,

. initSession(

. startSession
: rtpMgrsIi]

. start 0;

localAddr, srcDesList, 0.05,

(destAddr,1, null);
. createSendStream ( dataOutput

0.25);

, i);
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) catch (Exception e) {
return e. getNlessage O ;

Ì
Ì
return null

/**
x For JPEG and H263 , we know that they only worle
x sizes So we'll perform ertra checking here to
* are of the ri,ght sizes.
*/

Format checkForVideoSizes(Format original, Format
int width , height ;

Dimension size : ((VideoFormat)original). getsize0 ;
Format jpegFmt : new. Format (VideoFormat . JpEG_RTp) ;
Format h263Fmt : new Format(VideoFormat.H263_RTp) 

;

if (supported. matches(jpegFmr) ) {
// For JPEG, make sure wid.th and, hei.ght are d,iaisibte bu g.
width : (size.width To g ::0 ? size.width :

(int)(size.width / 8) * 8);
height : (size . height Vo B :: 0 ? size . height :

(int)(size.height /B) * 8) ;

) else if (supported.matches(h263Fmr)) {
// For H.263, we onIE support some specific s,izes.

if ( size . width < 123) {
width : 128;
height : 96;

) else if (size. width < 176) {width : 176
height : 144;

) else {
width : 352;
height : 288;

129

for p articular
mak,e sure they

supported ) {

)
) else {
// W, don't know thi.s part'icular format
// leaue it alone then.

return supported;

return (new VideoFormat(null ,

new Dimension(width , height ) ,

Format . NOTSPECIFIED,
null ,

We'Il just
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FoTmat.NOTSPBCIFIED) ) . intersects ( supported) ;

x setting the encod'ing qualitE to the speci,fi,ed ualue on the JpEG
encoder.

* 0.5 is a good default.
*/

void setJPEGQuality(PIayer p, float val ) {
Control cs [] : p. getControts O ;

QualityControl qc : null;
VideoFormat jpegFmt : new VideoFormat(VideoFormat.H26l) ;

// Loop through the controLs to fi,nd the Quati,ty control for
// the JPEG encoder.
for (int i : 0; i < cs.length; i++) {

if (cs Ii ] instanceof QualityCont¡ol &&
csIi] instanceof Owned) {
Object owner : ((Owned)cs Ii ]) . getOwner 0 ;

//
//
if

Check to see ¿f the owner is a Codec.
Then check f or the output format.
(owner instanceof Codec) {

Format fmts [] : ((Codec)owner) . getSupportedOutputFormats (
null);

for (int j : 0; j < fmts. Iength ; j++) {
if (fmts Ij ]. matches(jpegFmt)) {

qc : (QualityControl)cs Ii ];
qc. setQuality (val ) ;

System. err. println (" -***x****x*i.xSetting-quality-to," +
val + "-on-" * qc);

break;

130

f (q" !: null)
break;

/x******x****rÉ***f<***********rk*>k*r(**********>k******x**x******r<***
x Conuenience methods to handle processor's state changes.
* * * * * * * t< * x * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * x * * * * x * r< * >k r( t( * x * * x * * * * * *< x *c t< * x x * * x * * ** tt *x /
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private Integer stateLock : new Integer (0) ;private boolean failed : false;

Integer getStateLock0 {
return statelock;

Ì

void setFailed 0 i
failed - true;

Ì

private synchronized boolean waitForstate(processor p, int state ) {p. addControllerListener (new StateListener 0 ) ;failed : false'

// Call the requ'ired method, on the processor
if (state :: Processor.Configured) {

p. configure 0 ;

) else if (state :: Processor. Realized ) {
p. realize 0;

Ì

// Wai,t unt'il we get an euent that confirms the
// success of the method, or 0, fai,Iure euent.
// See StateListenerinner class
while (p. getState 0 ( srare && ! f aited ) {

synchronized ( getStateLock0 ) {
try {

getStatelockO.wair0;
) catch ( InterruptedException i" ) {return false;
i

)
Ì

if ( failed )
return false'

else
return true;

)

/x***x**x******x***t<**x**x**********x*****************r<*r(*******+
* Inner Classes
* * x * x * t< x *< * * * * * * * * * * t( * * r< * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t< * x * àk * * * * * * * * * * * * * **t, X ** /

class StateListener implements ControllerListener {public void controllerUpdate (ControilerEvent ce ) {

131
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//
//
if

If there was an error during configure or
real'ize, the processor wi.lt be closed,
(ce instanceof ControllerClosedEvent)

setFailed O;

// All controller euents, send a notificat,ion
// to the waiting thread, in waitForState method,.
i f ( ce instanceof ControÌlerEvent ) {synchronized (getStateLock0 ) {getStateLock0 . notifyAil 0 ;

Ì

/* x x * x * tt tr* >k * * * * * * x * * *( * * * * r( * * x * * * * * * * * * tc * * x x * x * * * * * * * d. * * *
* ANTS Codes
* * x * x x * * * * * * * * * >k * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * x * * ** * * * * * x * * ** * x x *( * * * * x

public void setArgs(KeyArCS k) throws Exception {k.merge(defaults);

for (int i :0; i < k.lengrhO; i++)
if (k. key( i ) . equals ("-source" ) ) {

MediaSource : k. arg(i) ;

k.strike(i);
] else
if (k. key( i ) . equals ("-targer" ) ) {

t arget : NodeAddress . fromstring (k
k.strike(i);

) else
if (k. key( i ) . equals("-group,' ) ) {

group : NodeAddress. fromstring (
k.strike(i);

) else
if (k. key( i ) . equals("-porr" ) ) {

portBase : Short . parseShort (k. arg
k.strike(i);

Ì
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Ì
super. setArgs (k) 

;

synchronized
super. recei

xx*****x*

t,XXtt*t*X**/

.arg(i));

public void recei
ve(cap);

k.arg(i))

(i));

ve (Capsule cap) {
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if ( ! ( cap instanceof ARTlVlcastCapsule) )return;

ARTlVlcastCapsule ûrcâ,p : (ARTNfcastCapsule) cap ;int DstPort - mcap. getDstPort O ;

int hlndex : (Dstport - portBase) I 2;

ANTSHandler targetHandler ;

if (((DstPort - portBase) % 2)::0) {
- rtp Ihlndex ] . receiveCapsule (mcap) ;

) else {
- rtcp Ihindex ] . receiveCapsule (mcap) ;

)

public void start 0 throws Exception {
getNode 0 . register (new ARTMcasrprotocol 0 ) ;

locator : new Medialocator (" f ile :/ darkcity.mov,') ;String result : go0;
if (result !: ¡¿11; 1

System . err . println (" Error -: -" * result ) ;

System. exit (0) ;

Ì

system . err . println (" Start -transmission -for -1g0-second.s . . .,' ) ;

// Transmit for 60 seconds and, then close the processor
// This is a safeguard when using a capture d,ata source
// to that the capture deuice wilt be properly released
// before quittins.
// fhe right thi.ng to d.o would. be to haue a GUI with a
// " Stop " button that would, c all stop on AVTransmit
try {

Thread. cur¡entThread 0 . sleep (180000) ;

] catch (InierruptedException i") {
Ì

// Stop the transmission
stop 0 ;

System. err . printlr (" . . . transmission_endecl .,') ;

System. exit (0) ;

133
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package apps;

import java.
import java.
import java.
import java.
import java.

to . *;
awt.x;
net . x;
awt. event . x

util . Vector

import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

javax. media. *.;
javax. media. rtp . x;
javax. media. rtp. event . x;
javax. media. rtp. rtcp . x;
javax. media. protocol . x;
javax. media. format . AudioFormat;
j avax . media . format . VideoFormat;
javax. media. Format;
javax. media. format . FormatChangeEvent;
javax. media. control . BufferControl ;

com.sun.media.rtp.x;

irnport ants . x;
import utils.*

class MCASubscribe implements Runnable
ANTSReceive mapp;

public void run O {
while (true) {

ARTMcastSubscribeCapsule subs : new
ARTMcastSubscribeCapsule (*upp . t ar get

synchronized (mapp. SyncObj ) {
subs . BuildTrackUpdate (*upp. tracklDs ,

mapp. send ( subs ) ;

Ì
try {

Thread. sleep (-upp. sdelay+10);
) catch (InterruptedException e) {}

t34

NlCASubscribe(ANTSReceive mapp) {
this.mapp - mapp;

I
t

, maPP. group ) ;

mapp.procs);
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/**
x ANTSRecei,ue is the receiuer application.
x/

public class ANTSReceive extends Application
implements ReceiveStreamlistener, SessionListener

Actionlistener, ControllerListener

short tracklDs [] : null ;

short procs [] : null;

SessionlVlanager mgrs [] - null;
RTPSocket rtpsocks [] : nult;
ANTSHandler rtp [] : null;
ANTSHandÌer rtcp [] : null;

Vector playerWindows : null;

int group;
int target;
short portBase;
int nStreams;
int sdelay : f000;

boolean dataReceived : false
Object dataSync : new Object

public Object SyncObj : nev/ Object
wi,th Subscribzng Thread

Button shutoff ;
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public ANTSReceive 0 {
Ì

protected boolean initialize 0 {
try {

InetAddress ipAddr;
short port;
SessionAddress localAddr : new SessionAddress O ;

SessionAddress destAddr;

;

0;

trìgrs : new com. sun . media . rtp . RTPSessionMgr InStreams ]rtpsocks : new RTPSocket InStreams ] ;

rtp : new ANTSHandler InStreams];
rtcp - new ANTSHandler InStreams ] ;

playerWindows : new Vector O ;

O; // Object used to synchronize
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Sessionl,abel session;

// Open the RTP sess'ions.
for (int i : 0; i < nStreams; i++) {

// Parse the sess,ion addresses.

rtpsocksIi] : new RTPSocket0;
port : (short)(portBase -f 2 * i);
System . err . printl n ( " ----Open-RIP- s es s i on - fo r : * addr

+ " /" * target * ",port:-" + port);

rtp Ii ] : r.* ANTSHandler (this , grolrp , target , port
;

rtcPIi] : t"* ANTSHandler(this,
(short)(port + 1), (short)-i)

rtpsocks I i ]. setinputstream (.tp I
rtpsocks I i ] . setOutputStream ( rtp
RTPPushDataSource rtcpsource ;

rtcpsource : rtpsocks Ii ]. getControlChannelO ;

rtcpsource. setOutputStream (rtcp I i ]) ;

rtcpsource . setlnputStream ( rtcp I i ] ) ;

rtpsoc
mgrs I i
mgrs I i
mgrs I i

ì- ^ I i ]. connect 0 ;: new RTPSessionNigr(rtpsocks Ii ]) ;

addSessionListener ( this ) ;

addReceiveStreamlistener ( this ) ;

ipAddr : InetAddress . getByName(" I27 .0.0. 1" ) ;

destAddr : new SessionAddress (ipAddr , port ,
ipAddr, port + 1);

mgrsIi ]. initsession(ìocalAddr, getSDES(mgrsIi ]),
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group, target

l);
il);

// You can trA out some other buffer size
// i,f you can get b etter smoothness .

BufferControl bc : (BufferControl )mgrsIi ]
media. control . BufferControl " ) ;

if (bc !: null)
bc. setBufferLength (350) ;

:-" + group

, (short)-1)

mgrsIi ]. startSession (destAddr , 1 , null) ;

catch (Exception e){
System. err. println (e. toString 0 ) ;

e. printStackTrace 0 ;

System. err . println (" Cannot-create-the-RTP-Session
getMessagu 0 ) ;

to see

getCon

,05, .25);

trol ("javax
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return false;
)

// Wait f or data to arriue b ef ore mouing on.

long then : System. currentTimeNliÌlis 0 ;

long waitingPeriod : 60000; // wa'it f or a ma,xirnum of 30 secs .

try {
synchronized (dataSync) {

while (! dataReceived &&
System.currentTimeiVlillis0 - then < waitingPeriod) {

if (!dataReceived)
System . err . pr i nt ln ( " ----Waiting - fo r -RIP-data-to - arr iv e

);
dataSync. rvait (1000) ;

) catch (Exception e) {}

if (!dataReceived) {
System. err . println ("No-HlP-data-was-received. " ) ;

close O;
return false;

return true;

r37

/**
x F'ind out the ho st i,nf o .

*/
String cname : null;
private SourceDescription [] getSDES (SessionManager mgr) {

SourceDescription [] desclist : new SourceDescription [3]
if (cname :: null)

cname : mgr. generaüeCNAME0 ;

desclist [0] : new SourceDescription(SourceDescription.
SOITRCE-DESC}IAME,

System. getProperty(" user .name" ),
1,
false ) ;

desclist [1] : t"* SourceDescription(SourceDescription.
SOTIRCE_DESC-CNAME,

cname,
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1,
false ) ;

desclist12) : new SourceDescription
SOIJRCE_DESC]IOOL,

" AVReceive,powered -by -JMF",
1,
false ) ;

return desclist;

public boolean isDone 0 {
return playerWindows. size 0 :: 0;

Ì

/**
x CIose the players and the session rnanagers

protected void close 0 {
for (int i : 0; i < pÌayerWindows

t.y {
( ( PlayerWindow) playerWindows .

) catch (Exception e) {}
Ì

( SourceDescription

playerWindows . removeAllElements O ;

// close the RTP session.
for (int i :0; i < mgrs.length; i++) {

if (mgrsIi] !: null) {
mgrsI i ]. closeSession (" Closing-session
mgrs[i] : null;

Ì
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. size 0 ; i++) {

elementAt ( i) ) . close O ;

PlayerWindow find
for (int i : 0;

PlayerWindow
if (pw. player

return pw;

Ì
return null ;

Ì

(PIayer p) i
i < playerWindows.

pr¡i : (PlayerWindow)

-- P)

-from,AVReceive" ) ;

size0; i++) {
playerWindows . elementAt ( i ) ;
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PlayerWindow find(ReceiveStream strm) {
for (int i :0; i < playerWindows.size0; i++) {

PlayerWindow pw : (PlayerWindow)playerWindows. elementAt( i) ;

if (pw. stream :: strm)
return pw;

Ì
return null

* S ess'ionL'istener .

public synchronized void update(SessionEvent evt) {
if (evt instanceof NewParticipantEvent) {

Participant p : ((NewParticipantEvent)evt). getParticipantO ;

System . err . println (",--*A,new-participant,had,just -joined' -" + p
.getCNAME0 );

)

/**
* ReceiueStreamL'istener
*/

public synchronized void update ( ReceiveStreamEvent evt ) {
SessionManager mgr : (SessionManager )evt . getSource O ;

Participant participant : evt. getParticipant O ; // could be null
ReceiveStream stream : evt. getReceiveStream O ; // could be null
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if ( evt instanceof RemotePayloadChangeEvent ) {
System. err . println (" ----Received-an-HlP-PayloadChangeEvent ." ) ;

System. err . println (" Sorry ,-cannot-handle,payload-change. " ) ;

System. exit (0) ;

) else i f ( evt instanceof NewReceiveStreamBvent ) {
t.y {

stream : ((NewReceiveStreamEvent)evt) . getReceiveStream 0 ;

DataSource ds : stream. getDataSource O ;

// Find out the formats.
RTPControl ctl : (RTPControl)ds. getControl (" javax. media. rtp.

RTPControl" ) ;

if (ctl !: null){
System. err. println ("----Recevied-new,HlP*stream'-" + ctl .

getFormat 0 ) ;

) else
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System . err . println (" ----Recevied-new-HlP,stream" ) ;

if ( participant :: null )
System. err . println (" --,-The-sender-of-this -stream-had-yet-to

-be-identified ." ) ;

else {
System. err. println (" ----The,stream-comes-from:-" +

participant .getCNAMEQ ) ;

// create a pIaEer by pass'ing
Player p : javax.media.Manager
if (p :: null)

return;

p. addControllerListener (this ) ;

p. realize 0;
PlayerWindow pw : new PlayerWindow(this , p, stream);
playerWindows . addElement (p*) ;

// Noti,fy intia.lize O that a new streatn had arriued.
synchronized (dataSync) {

dataReceived : true;
dataSync. notifyAll0 ;

Ì
) catch (Exception e) {

System . err . println (" NewReceiveStreamEvent -exception -" + e

getMessage 0 ) ;

return;
Ì

datasource to the Medi,a Manager
. createPlayer ( ds ) ;

740

else if (evt instanceof StreamMappedEvent ) {
if (stream l: null && stream.getDataSourceO !: null) {

DataSource ds : stream. getDataSource O ;

// Fi.nd out the f ormats .

RTPControl ctl : (RTPControl) ds. getControl (" javax. media. rtp .

RTPControl" ) ;

System. err . println (" ---,The-previously-unidentified -stream-" ) ;

if (ctl !: null)
System. err. printlr (" ----" * ctl . getFormat 0 ) ;

System . err . println ( " ---,had-now-been- i de n t i fi ed -as -sent -by, -"
* participant .getCNñmO ) ;

)
else if (evi instanceof ByeEvent) {
System . err . println (" *,--Got-\" bye\" *from : -" + participant .

getCNAMEQ );
PlayerWindow pw : find (stream) ;
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if (pw I: null)
pw. close 0 ;

playerWindows
Ì

/**
* ControllerListener for the Players.

public synchronized void controÌlerUpdate ( ControlÌerEvent ce )
Player p : (Player)ce. getSourceController 0 ;

if (p :: null)
return;

removeElement (pw) ;

// Get this when the'internal plagers
if (ce instanceof RealizeCompleteEvent

PlayerWindow pw : tind (p) ;

if (pw:: null) {
// Some strange happened.

System. err . println (" Internal -error
System . exit ( -t) ;

Ì
pw. initiali ze O ;

p\¡/. setVisible (true) ;

p. start 0;
Ì

if (ce instanceof ControllerErrorEvent ) {
p. removeControiìerListener (this ) ;

PlayerWindow pw : find (p) ;

if (pw t: null) {
pw. close O ;

playerWindows . removeElement (pw) ;

Ì
System. err. println ("AVReceive-internal,error :-" + ce) ;

t47

are realized
){

x A utility class to
x/

class SessionLabel {
public String addr

lrr\

po,rse the sess'ion addresses

: null;
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public int group;
public int target;
public int port ;

public int ttl - 1;

SessionLabel ( String
int off ;

String portStr :

if (session !: null && session.length0 > 0) {
while (session.length0 > 1&& session.charAt(0) ::'/')

session : session. substring(1) ;

// Now see zf there 's a addr sp ecif i,ed .

off : session. indexOf ( '/') ;

if (off :: -1) {
if ( ! session. equals ("" ) )
addr : session;

) else {
addr : session.substring(0, off) ;

session : session. substring( off + 1) ;

// Now see if there's a port specified
of f : session. indexOf ( '/') ;

if (off :: -1) {
if (! session. equals(""))

portStr : session;
) else {

portStr : session.substring(0, off) ;

session : session. substring(off + 1);
// Now see if there's a ttl specifi.ed
of f : session . indexOf ( '/ ') ;

if (off :: -1) {
if (! session. equals(""))

ttlStr : session;
i else {

ttlStr : session. substring (0 , off) ;

Ì

session) throws IllegalArgumentException

null , ttlstr: null;
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if (addr:: null)
throw new lllegalArgumentExcepüion ( )

f ( portStr !: nutl) {
try {

lnteger integer : Integer . valueOf ( portStr ) ;
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if (integer !: null)
port - integer.intValue0 ;

) catch (Throwable t ) {
throw new lllegalArgumentException0 ;

Ì
else
throw new lllegalArgumentException O ;

if (ttlStr !: null) {
t.y {

Integer integer : Integer. valueOf( ttlStr ) ;

i f ( integer !: null )
ttl : integer.intValueO ;

catch (Throwable t) {
throw new lllegalArgumentException O ;

ì.
)

Ì

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent event) {
System. out. println (" Action-Performed" ) ;

ARTCtrlCapsule ctl : new ARTCtrlCapsule (target , group)
synchronized(SyncObj) {

ctl.BuildTrackUpdate(tracklDs, procs) ;

send(cti
for ( int

procs I

)
Ì

/**
* GUI classes Ío, the Player.
x/

class PlayerWindow extends Frame {
ANTSReceive appiication ;

Player player;
ReceiveStream stream;

PlayerWindow(ANTSReceive app, Player
application : app;
Player : p;
stream : strm;

Ì
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'- o, i < nStreams; i++)
I : (procslil ::3) ? (short)0

public void initialízeO {

( short ) 3;

p, ReceiveStream strm) {
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Panel topPanel : new Panel 0 ;

topPanel . setLayout (new GridLayout (1 , 3

shutoff : new Button("Shut-Off");
shutoff . addActionlistener (application )

topPanel. add( shutoff) ;

add("North", topPanel) ;

add (new PlayerPanel ( player ) ) ;

public void close (

player. close O ;

setVisible (false
dispose 0 ;

ì.
J

public void addNotify 0
super. addNotify O ;

pack 0 ;

Ì

){

);

,1,t));

;

/**
x GUI classes fo,
*/

class PlayerPanel
Component vc , cc

r44

PlayerPanel ( Player p) {
setLayout (new Borderlayout 0 ) ;

if (("": p.getVisualComponent0) !: null)
add("Center" , vc);

if ((cc : p.getControlPanelComponent 0 ) !: null)
add("South" , cc);

the PIay er .

extends Panel
;

public Dimension getPreferredSize 0 {
int w: 0, h : 0;
if (vc l: null) {

Dimension size : vc.
w: size.width;
h : size. height ;

Ì
if (cc l: null) {

Dimension size : cc . getPreferredS ize O ;

if (w -- 0)

getPreferredSireO;
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w: size.width;
h +: size . height ;

Ì
if (w < 160)

w:160;
return new Dimension(w, h)

public void setArgs(KeyArCS k) throws Exception {
k . merge ( d e f a u I t s ) ;

for (int i : 0; i < k.length0; i++) {
if (k. key( i ) . equals ("-target" ) ) {

target : NodeAddress. fromString(k. arg(i))
k.strike(i);

) else
if (k. key( i) . equals("-group" ) ) {

group : NodeAddress. fromString(k. arg( i) ) ;

k.strike(i);
) else
if (k. key(i ). equals("-port" )) {

portBase : Short. parseShort(k. arg(i)) ;

k.strike(i);
) else
if(k. key( i) . equalr("-r") ) {

nStreams : Integer. parselnt(k. arg(i)) ;

k.strike(i);
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i
super. setArgs (k)

synchronized public void receive (Capsule cap) {
super. receive(cap);
if ( I ( cap instanceof ARTIVIcastCapsule) )

return;

ARTNlcastCapsule mcap - (ARTMcastCapsule)cap ;

int DstPort - mcap. getDstPort 0 ;

ANTSHandier targetHandler ;

int indx : (DstPort - portBase) I Z;
if (((DstPort - portBase) % 2)::0) {

rtp Iindx ] . receiveCapsule (mcap) 
;

) else {
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rtcp Iindx ] . receiveCapsule (mcap) ;

public void start 0 throws Exception {
getNode 0 . register (new ARTMcastProtocol0 ) ;

for(int i : 0; i < nStreams; i++) {
getNode 0 . attachApplication(tnis, portBase
getNode 0 . attachApplication(this, portBase

Ì

synchronized(SyncObj) {
tracklDs : new short InStreams ] ;

procs : new short InStreams];
for(int i : 0; i < nStreams; i++) {

tracklDs Ii ] : (short)i ; // f nitially , the rece'iuer 's
interested 'in aII traclts.

procsIi] :0;
I
t

new Thread(new NlCASubscribe(this) ) . start 0 ;

if (!initialize 0) {
System. err. println (" Failed-to-initialize -the-sessions . " ) ;

System. exit (-t);
Ì

// Check
try {

while (

Thread.
) catch (
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* 2 * i);
*2xi*

System . err . println (" Exiting -AVReceive" ) ;

Ì

) // end of AVReceiue

to see if AVRecei,ue is done.

! isDone 0 )
sleep (1000);
Exception ") {}

1);
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ANEP

ANTS

CBT

DVMRP

IGMP

JMF

LAN

MOSPF

PIM-DM

PiM-SM

Qos

RP

RTCP

RTP

SPT

TBT

TCP

UDP

WAN

Active Network Encapsulation Protocol

Active Node Toolkit System

Core Based Tree

Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol

Internet Group Management Protocol

Java Media Framework

Local Area Network

Multicast Open Shortest Path First protocol

Protocol Independent Multicasting-Dense N4ode

Protocol Independent Multicasting-Sparse Nlode

Quality of Service

Rendezvous Point

Real-Time Cotnrol Protocol

Real-time Transport Protocol

Shortest Path Tree

Truncated Broadcast Tree

Transfer Control Protocol

User Datagram Protocol

Wide Area Network
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